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FROM: 
' 
OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-33 25 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Spunky Bill Spannuth won his second straight 
Morehead State University Invitational Golf Tournament last weekend 
with a three-over-par 213. 
His 54-hole total was eight strokes better than runner-up 
Wally Rose of Lexington who carded a 221. Tied 11 strokes back at 
224 were Wayne Martin of Pikeville and Bob Lepping of Louisville. 
Martin won a playoff for third place. 
Spannuth, who also won the championship last year, recently 
finished 12th in the NCAA tournament. He is a junior at Morehead 
State and two-year golf letterman. 
The 20-year-old physical education major from Anderson, Ind. 
holds the MSU course record of nine-under-par 61. 
Winners of lower flights in the third annual tournament in-
eluded: 
1st - John (Sonny) Allen, Morehead; 2nd - Billy Daniel, 
Morehead; 3rd - Pat McGuire, Ashland; 4th - Frank Smith, Portsmouth; 
5th - Willard Martin, Winchester; 6th - Bob Iler, Louisville; 
7th - Don Hampton, Portsmouth; 8th - Russ Jackson, Morehead; 
9th - Phillip White, Portsmouth; and 10th - Jim Robinson, Morehead. 














FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Three Morehead State University players 
are among leaders in final college division baseball statistics 
released by the NCAA. 
Gary Cress, sophomore third baseman from Salisbury, N. C., 
finished 14th in the nation in hitting with an average of .438. 
Cress and Val Falcone, freshman centerfielder from Bethesda, 
Md., tied for seventh in runs batted in with 33 each. Falcone also 
finished seventh nationally in home runs. 
Reese Stephenson, junior first baseman from South 
was eighth in doubles with nine. 
The Eagles of Coach Sonny Allen had an 18-9 record this season 
and landed in third place in the OVC's Eastern Division. 
• 
Ii' 
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FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Saason tickets are on sale for Morehead 
State University's five 1970 home football games. 
Horne games and starting times are Oct. 3, Murray State, 
8 p.rn. (EDT): Oct. 17, Fairmont State, 8 p.rn. (EDT): Oct. 24, 
Tennessee Tech, Homecoming, 2:30 p.rn. (EDT) 1 Oct. 31, Western 
Kentucky, 2 p.rn. (EST}: and Nov. 14, Kentucky State, 2 p.rn. (EST) • 
• The deadline for 1969 season ticket holders to renew their 
seats is Sept. 10. Season tickets will be issued between Sept. 11 
and Sept. 17. 
A reserved seat for the five games is $12.50. A box of 
eight seats is $90. Normally, a full box sells for $120 on the 
basis of $3 per seat per game. The special price is available only 
on a season basis. 
Individual game tickets go on sale Sept. 18. 
• 
• Ticket requests may be directed to Athletic Business 





















FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-33 25 
1970 EAGLE FOOTBALL - Weekly Report No. 1 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University Head Football Coach 
Jake Hallum was both glum and buoyant as he recounted the first 
intrasquad scrimmage of the fall practice. 
His Eagles had gone for more than two hours under game con-
ditions after 10 days of workouts. Suprisingly, the usually late-
developing offense had clearly outshone the defense • 
"Frankly, we were surprised, " Hallum said of the good offensive 
showing . "All four of our top quarterbacks did a fine job and Buck 
Donley and Dave Schaetzke were especially impressive." 
Donley, a junior, and Lou Mains, a red shi~t freshman, shar ed 
the quarterbacking job in spring practice but freshmen Schaetzke and 
Alex Brawner have moved into strong contention. Hallum is seek i ng a 
r epl acement for All-OVC signal caller Bill Marston, now an assi s tant 
co ach . MSU began practice with eight quarterbacks under cons i der at ion 
but the field has been narrowed to the four . 
Schaetzke, a first team All-Ohio selection from Toledo Bowsher , 
and Brawner, an All-Miami Area pick from Hialeah, Fla., h ave been 
l i vi ng up to their outstanding high school credentials. Both a r e 
fas t, have strong arms and good leadership, according to the Eagl e 
coache s . 
"We still haven't decided on a quarterback but I feel bet ter 
about the prospects now, " Hallum said after watching a film of the 
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The third-year boss of the Eagles had praise for running back s 
Cason, John Coning and freshman Doug McCray. He also com~end ;~ 
his receivers for good downfield blocking, singling out tight end 
Gary Shirk. Hallum said he was "generally satisfied" with the 
offensive line play. 
Defense was another story. 
"We're lucky this was not a real game," Hallum added. "The 
defensive effort was simply flat. Our secondary stopped the pass, 
a problem of past years, but couldn't contain the running game, 
something we' ve always done. " 
Hallum commended linebackers Harry (Sugar Bear) Lyles and 
Robert Lynch for "real good efforts." 
Two defensive stalwarts - ends Clint Walker and Jim Edwards -
missed the scrimmage because of injuries but were due to return to 
action this week. Also on the hobbled list are placekicker Jo~n 
Clark and cornerback Don Brindle. Both are recovering from foot 
f r actures. 
The Eagles headed into their second full week of workouts 
Monday with the opening game at Marshall on Sept. 19 less than 
t hree weeks away. 
"There are a lot of questions to answer in a short time, " 






FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
< MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
By JAKE HALLUM 
MSU Head Football C oach 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - - - Overall , this should be a banner year for t he Ohio 
Valley C onference. Practically every team ju the l eague should be stronger. 
East Tennessee , the def ending charn.p, i s returning several proven 
vete rans. Western Kentucky, Murray State and Eastexn Kentucky all have 
good personnel. Tennessee Tech, Middle Tennessee and Austin Peay have 
several excellent returnees. 
We feel tha t our :football team at Morehead State University also could be 
b etter than l ast season. With 31 l ettermen returning, the most we've ever had, 
there is more d epth than ever before. 
However, we also have many problem areas . Our rnost pres s ing need is 
a r egular quarterback. Vie have three fine y oungstt0rs back who were red shirted 
l ast season. But not one has any game experience. J C'l' M :i ins, a :freshman, 
looked great in the spring game and ha " ,1 .r..i!le arm. Buck Donley, a junior, has 
been ilghting an injury j inY 1• ,,, 11 (' ..... ls? turned in a good spring effort. Mike Huffaker , 
a so-pho!""'" ·::: ti- ... £ _ _,, Pr , appears to have recovered from a serious i llness and could 
b e a c ontender :for the sta rting berth. 
Our coaching staff did a splendid recruiting job and c ame up with four t opnotch 
freshman quarterbacks - Barry Stafford of Plant City, Fla., Alex Brawn e r of 
Hia l eah, Fla. , Mark Altenburger of Lakeland, Fla. and Dave Schaetzke of Toledo, 
Ohio. We will take a long, hard l ook at them and others in ca1np. 
{more) 
• eagle out l ook 2-2-2-2-2-2 
< 
• 0':1r offensive line and running game need more depth. Thomas Lehman and 
John Slaughter, converted from defense last spring, may fill the holes l eft by the 
graduated Earl McCormick at guard and Darrel Sadowski at tackle • 
• The offensive b ack.field has Bill Cason, John Coning, Doug Moore and Dennis 
Crowley returning. Cason was our second-leading rusher l ast year and the others 
should develop with more game experience. Saine freshmen may be in the pictture 
before t he season ends . 
We have some good receivers back from 1969, including All -OVC spli t end 
• John High who caught 54 passes. Jeff Perkins, Jim Gardner, Gary Shirk, Eddi e 
O'Steen and Mo Hollingswo rth also ca n ha ndle the aerials. 
The defensive line needs son1e ma j or r eplacements. Gone a r e All-A1nel'ican 
tackle Dave Haverdick and All-OVC end Gary Li s termau. R ay Mulroy, a transfer, 
and Tom Amick, a junior college product, probably will contend for the tackle 
spot. Clint Walker, l ast year' s fullback, has been switched back to defensive end, 
hi s position of two y ears ago. 
Our secondary should be tighter with senior Ron r. -. thr~ :;ht ~h nv .. ·3~~" 1-J:1e . vc.l i' . 
We feel R on is a definite Little All Ame r : . · .rr ::,.:;pect. Other veterans returning 
are L arry Baldridge, Mil,·· r-1.Jc k-.: .r and Jim Bayes. 
K ey personnel r eturnin g a t various oth~r positions are o££ensive tackle E d 
Mignery , c enter Steve Ward, guard Buddy Harrison, defensive tackle Ma r k Sheehan, 
defensive ends Jerome Howard and Jim Edwards and linebackers Harry Lyles and 
Ron Little . 
Some of our r ed shirts and a few of the new r ecruits will have to con1e 1 ' 
for u s if we ' re t o do as good or better than last year. We s till have bi -r "Ii.c l 
r • 






















eagle outlook 3-3-3-3-3-3 
Marshall i s our :first opponent and they have one of their b est teams i n 
y ears. We have l ots of hard work ahead before w e 'll b e anywhere nea r rea d y 
to play them . 
However, looking a t all sid e s, I feel our Eagl es should be an improved 







FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD , Ky. Three standout running backs from Ohio 
River cities have signed football grants-in-aid at Morehead State 
University. 
Newly announced by MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum are Joe Mantle, 
a 6-1, 210-pound fullback from Ashland, Ky.~ Chuck Neal, a 5-11, 
200-pound fullback from Gallipolis, Ohior and Doug McCray, a 6-2, 
190-pound halfback from Cincinnati Woodward. 
• 1 Mantle, who played for Coach Herb Conley at Ashland Paul 
Blazer, also is valued as a defensive end, his starting position ! 
in the recent East-West All Star game. He is the son of Mrs. Colee n 
Patrick, 3408 Greenup Ave., Ashland. 
Neal, who performed for Coach John Ecker at Gallia Academy, 
was a four-year varsity letterman. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs . 
Albert Neal, 836 Third Ave., Gallipolis. 
McCray, who played for Coach Jack Campbell at Woodward, earned 
two varsity l etters and all-league and all-city honorable mention 
honors. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Hannibal McCray, 6749 
Lane, Cincinnati • 
"All three of these young men will have an opportunity to 
p lay regularly for us and we're very anxious to see them in action, " 
said Hallum. "Each has a chance of breaking into the lineup late 






FROM : OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
• 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -~- Two New Jersey high school state track 
champions have accepted grants-in-aid at Morehead State University. 
Vinnie Dicioccio, a sprinter from North Bergen, and Bart 
Ingraldi, a hurdler from Clifton, will enroll at MSU later this 
month. • 
Dicioccio is the son of Mrs. Rose Dicioccio, 423 72nd St., 
North Bergen. Ingraldi is the son of Mr. and Mrs. A. Ingraldi, 
73 Parson Rd., Clifton. 
~ The Northern New Jersey champ in the 100 and 220, Dicioccio 
was statewide runnerup in the 100 and state indoor champ in the 
60-yard dash. His best times were 9.7 in the 100, 21.8 in the 
200 and 6.3 in the 60. 
Ingraldi, undefeated in high hurdle competition, was Northern 
New Jersey champ in the 120 high hurdles and runnerup in the 180 
low hurdles. He was the Passaic County and Passaic Valley Conference 
titlist in both events. His best times were 14.6 in the high hurdle s 




~ROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- About 90 candidates are expected to report 
Wednesday when Morehead State University opens football drills for 
the 1970 campaign. 
The Eagles of Head Coach Jake Hallum are due to arrive for 
the evening meal Wednesday and then meet the press Thursday for • ~ 
picture-taking and interview sessions. 
Physical examinations and a single practice session are sche -
duled Friday as the grid hopefuls begin preparation for their Sept. 
19 opener with Marshall at Huntington, W. Va. 
"We expect most of our kids to report in good condition," 
Hallum said this week. "They were assigned physical conditioning 
programs for the summer." 
.. 
The 32-year-old boss of the Eagles is heading into his third 
season with what could be his strongest team. Hallum's first squad 
went 3-6-1 in 1968 but rebounded for a 6-4 slate last year . . He is 
returning 31 lettermen from 1969 and has at least three good junior 
college transfers on hand. Also, his staff's recruiting efforts 
landed 16 freshmen with impressive high school credentials. In-
eluded are five quarterbacks and six running backs. 
"We're very anxious to see our new freshmen and those who 
came on strong in spring practice," Hallum added. "There are three 
questionable areas and we hope to find the right people as soon as 
possible." 
1 The popular young coach was referring to interior linemen, 
his offensive backfield and the quarterback slot. Prospective re-





msu football 2222222 
The defensive line is missing All-American tackle Dave 
Haverdick, now a Detroit Lion, and All-OVC end Gary Listerman . 
See n as probable successors are Ray Mulroy , a 220-pound tackle 
who transferred from Wyoming, and Clint Walker, a 210-pound 
senior who played fullback last year and defensive end the year 
before. 
Sub Tom Lehman (220) and former defensive tackle John 
Slaughter (250) may replace graduated offensive guard Butch 
McCormick and tackle Darrel Sadowski, an honorable mention pick 
in All America balloting last season . 
Lou Mains, a strong-armed red shirt freshman, starred in the 
spring game and is a likely prospect as the new Eagle quarter-
back. Also in the running are transfer Mike Huffaker, a sopho-
more, and injury-plagued Buck Donley, a junior. Gone is 
record-breaking passer Bill Marston, now a graduate assistant 
coach . 
Hallum has only five running backs with any experience and 
he will be searching for more depth. Incoming freshmen may get 
a shot at several slots in the ground attack. 
"There 's a lot of hard work and tough decisions ahead," 
Hallum said. "We're certainly not near ready to play football 






FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
.. 
, MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Fall football practice hasn't even sta r ted 
and Morehead State University Head Coach Jake Hallum already has 
los t four players who had been expected to return. 
"I hope this isn't an indication of our luck this season," 
s a id the 32-year-old Eagle mentor. "We're counting on the rest of 
our kids to show up as scheduled Wednesday night." 
The four players announced as leaving the squad recently in-
c lude defensive tackles Mike Reiners and Dave Delabar, running b ack 
Cliff Edwards and offensive guard Dennis Becker . 
None were lettermen but all were impressive in spring prac -
tice. Delabar and Edwards had been slowed by knee injuries but were 
recovering after surgery. 
Hallum said he didn't know if any of the former players would 
r e turn to school later this month when the fall semester starts. 
He has about 90 prospe ctive gridders due to report Wedne s day 
f or the opening of practice. The squad's annual press day is 
Thursda y and the sweat starts Friday. 
The Eagles lose most of their twice-daily workouts this y ear 
b e c a use of the university's new academic calendar which advanced 
the f all semester almost a month . 
"We'll have to work longer and harder to make up for those 
l ost s essions," Hallum added. 
The Eagles open the season for Hallum's third campai g n on 
Sept. 19 at Marshall. The Thundering Herd features one of the 






FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4".)351 
TELEPHONE : 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Dave Haverdick, a 
footb all All American last season, is off to a good start in pro-
fessional football . 
The 6-5, 250-pound defensive tackle has been "very, very 
impressive" in the Detroit Lions' training camp, a team spokesman 
r eported. 
"Dave has shown us hustle, dedication and good footb all savvy 
in his first three weeks, 11 said Lyall Smith, director of public 
rel ations for the Lions. 
Haverdick was drafted and signed by Detroit last winter. He 
was a first team Little All America selection by The Associated Press 
and a three-time unanimous pick for All-Ohio Valley Conference honors. 
The Canton, Ohio, product is considered the best defensive 





FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
... 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. -~- Finding a quarterback may prove easier t han 
Morehead State University Head Football Coach Jake Hallum had antici-
pated. 
His Eagles have been practicing five days and already Hallum 
smiles when he talks of the competition for the signal calling slot 
vacated by three-year regular Bill Marston, now a graduate assistant 
coach. 
Returnees Lou Mains, a red shirt freshman, and junior Buck 
Donley , who played twice last year before injuries sidelined him, 
battled for the top spot in spring practice. 
They remain in hot contention and have been joined by at 
least two of the four standout freshmen MSU landed in the annual r e -
cruiting campaign. Dave Schaetzke of Toledo, Ohio, and Alex Brawner 
of Hialeah, Fla. have impressed Hallum in early workouts. 
The other two frosh with good records - Barry Stafford of 
Plant City, Fla. and Mark Altenburger of Lakeland, Fla. - are sti l l 
in the running, according to Hallum but they apparently are trailing 
Schaetzke and Brawner. 
Also in camp as quarterbacks are returnees Randy Couch, a 
r ed shirt freshman, and Mike Huffaker, a sophomore transfer from 
Ir.. Carson Newman . Both may have an outside chance if the freshmen 
1! 
falter. 
"We really can't judge these new kids until they learn our 
offense, " Hallum said. "It will be at least a week or so before we 
actually narrow the field." 
Hallum has other worries but he doesn't hide the priority o n 
finding a new trigger man. 
"One thing is certain," the third-year mentor added, "no one 
has the job yet. " 















MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
Football Statistics for One Game 







5.0 Larry Baldridge 
3.7 Ron Gathright 
1.6 
1.4 TEAM STATISTICS 















































































ill Yds TDs EPs 
0 77 1 0 
2 24 0 0 

















RUSHING - Total Att·. 28 
Yards Gained 84 
Yards Lost 32 
Net Yds.Gained 52 
Avg. Yds Rushing 52 .0 
PASSING - Total Att 
Passes Completed 
Net Yds. Gained 
































~ Yds TDs 
3 81 1 
2 13 0 
TOTAL OFFENSE YARDAGE ., 
Avg. Per Game 























~ Yds Avg. TDs 
1 5 5.0 0 





P-Ru-Ret K-R-P FGs PTS ..;;._ _ .._. __ ,._..;.;_ - -
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 























































Marshall 17, Morehead State 7 
Sept. 26 At Middle Tenn.(7:30 p.m. 
CDT) 




FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University athletic teams will r 
be in action on three fronts this Saturday. 
Coach Jake Hallum's football squad heads south to Murfreesboro, 
Tenn. in search of its first victory. Middle Tennessee is the 
opposition in the 7:30 p.m. clash which opens the Ohio Valley 
Conference race for both teams. 
The grid Eagles dropped their opener, 17-7, to Marshall last 
weekend . "We're going to try to bounce back," said Hallum of the 
upcoming MTSU encounter • 
Dr. Mohammed Sabie's soccer team entertains Berea College in 
a 2 p.m. match at Breathitt Sports center •. His Eagles are 2-0 for 
the year after last Saturday's 4-2 conquest of .Murray on the road. 
Sophomore fullback John Kurtz scored two goals and single 
markers were added by sophomore halfback Ray Kopka and freshman II 
wingman Dale Provost. 
"We had an excellent, all around team effort at Murray and 
I'm expecting a good match with Berea," Dr. Sabie said. 
Morehead State's cross country team, led by senior three-year 
letterman Dan Price, opens its season at 10 a.m. Saturday against 
A3hland College. 
The home meet will be staged at the Eagles' new six-mile 
course at the MSU Experimental Farm on Ky. 377, six miles north 
of Morehead. It replaced a 4 . 5-mile circuit at the MSU Golf Course. 
##### 
msu-middle tenn 2222222 
"We know they're very strong defensively," said Hallum. "Bobb y 
Gatlin is an experienced quarterback with some good people in the 
backfield to help him move the ball." 
The Eagles leave for Murfreesboro early Friday and plan to 
work out Friday afternoon at Horace Jones Field. Saturday's kickoff 
is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. (CDT). 
Hallum is expected to start freshman quarterback Dave Schaetzke 
who passed for 77 yards and a touchdown against Marshall. A doubtful 
starter is center Steve Ward. He suffered a shoulder injury in the 
opener and may not make the trip. 
• 
#### ~ 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONEt 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/183-3325 
p 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- It's hard, hot work and little joy this week 
for the football squad at Morehead State University. 
Head Coach Jake Hallum has been quieter than usual and an 
almost grim atmosphere has prevailed in the locker room and on the 
practice fields as MSU prepares for Middle Tennessee. 
The Eagles dropped their opener, 17-7, last Saturday to Mar shall 
and mistakes were numerous on both offense and defense. The ground 
attack, weakened in advance by the absence of tailbacks Louis Rogan 
and Bill Cason, sputtered throughout the game and moved only 52 yards. 
Junior fullback John Coning and freshman tailback Doug McCray 
have been sharing tailback duties this week. Cason, who carried the 
ball only once in the Marshall game, is still nursing a foot injury. 
Rogan, two-time All-OVC running back with more than 2,000 yards 
r ushing in his career, is on the sidelines with a suspension. 
Eagle scouts were impressed by Middle Tennessee's season-
opening win over UT-Martin, 28-7, at Murfreesboro. Little Al l 
Amer ica candidate David Duval l may be the best linebacker in the ovc 
and running back Reuben Justice and split end Taylor Edwards also are 
to be respected, Hallum reported. 
The Blue Raiders rushed for 257 yards against UT-Martin with 
Justice, a sophomore, picking up 130 yards and two touchdowns in 31 
carr ies . Defensi vely, MTSU made three pass interceptions, recovered 
four fumbles and held their opponents to 41 yards in the air . 
(more) 
'' 
• FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERS ITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Coce 606/783-33?5 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University opened its 1 9 70 
soccer season last weekend in traditional fashion - wi th a victory. 
The Ea.gles downed Kentucky 2-1, as Dr. Mohammed Sabie began 
his fifth season as MSU's first and only soccer coach. His cumulative 
• record is 31-6-2. 
• "We had a good e ffort and our young men <".re looking forward .. 
to a fine season and a chance at the Kentucky Intercollegia te Soccer 
• Championship," sci.id the Irci.qi native . 
Morehead State's first goal came on a direct kick by center 
forwa rd John Kurtz after the UK goalie left the penalty zone. The 
~·1ildcats tied the score shortly before halftime on a penalty kick 
by PeT)e Delgado . 
Freshman wingma n Dale Provost gave MSU the winning margin early 
in the second half when he scored from about 20 yards out . 
Dr. Sabie has nine lettermen back from last year's squad which 
finished 5-3-1. Key performers are three-year starter Ahmed Sabie, 
the coach's brother and the team's top fullback; junior fullback 
George Buck , a defensive ace : wingman Lenny Kocis, a two-year r egular 
who sat out last season: and sophomore halfback Ray Kopka, a standout 
in the UK match. 
Ten members of the ??-man squad playe d high school soccer and 
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soccer 2222222 
"We are using new formations this year in order to take bette r 
adva.ntage of our strong players," Dr. Sabie said. "The enthusiasm 
is high and I am very optimistic." 
The Eagles with the educated feet have nine more regular 
season games. They travel to Murray State this faturday. 
The schedule includes the Kentucky Intercollegiate Soccer 
Tournament Nov. 6 and 7 at Berea. Entries include Morehead State, 
Murray State, UK, Western Kentucky, Berea and Transylvania . 












At Murray State (7:30 p.m. CDT) 
BEREA (? 1? .m. EDT) 
FAIRMONT ST. (? p.m. EDT) 
At Berea (2 1?.m. EDT) 
At Transylvania (2 p.m. EDT) 
MORRIS HARVEY (4 p.m. EDT) 
PEABODY COLLEGE (2 p.m. EST) 
KENTUCKY INTERCOLLEGIATE TOURNAMENT 
At Berea 
At Kentucky (2 p.m. EST) 
MURRAY STATE (2 o.m. EST) 






FROM : OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
•• 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Tickets are on sale at the Morehead State 
University Business Office for the MSU-Marshall football game 
Sept. 19 at Fairfield Stadium in Huntington, W. Va. 
The season-opening clash at 1:30 p.m. will be played on 
Marshall's new artificial turf, part of a $1 million modernization 
of the stadium. 
MSU Athletic Business Manager Dale Parrish said 1,500 
tickets had been allotted to Eagle fans. Student tickets are $2 
and others are $4. All seats are reserved. 
Individual tickets for the five MSU home games go on sale 
later this month. The Eagles first appear in Breathitt Sports 
Center Stadium Oct. 3 against Murray State's Racers. 
##11111111 
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FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
WEEKLY REPORT NO. 3 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "Now we have to put it all together and 
use some polish." 
Morehead State University Head Football Coach Jake Hallum was 
I 
referring to his 1970 squad which opens the season this Saturday at • 
Marshall. 
Hallum, heading into his third year as boss of the Eagles, 
personally would like more time to prepare for the 1:30 p.m. clash 
at MU's Fairfield Stadium . 
"We still have some rough edges, especially on timing, but 
our kids are anxious to play," reported the 32-year-old gridiron 
strategist. 
The Eagles were scheduled to practice on Fairfield's new 
"Astroturf" surface Thursday after being fitted with the special 
cleats required on artificial turf. 
"Marshall will have been on the turf about a week but I don't 
expect the footing change to make that much of a difference ," 
Hallum added. "The outcome is still going to depend on who works 
the hardest and withstands the heat the best." 
Coach Rick Tolley's Thundering Herd lost a 27-14 decision 
at Morehead last year and Marshall fans are clamoring for revenge. 




weekly report 2222222 
Marshall's recently-installed "Astroturf," part of a $1 million 
s tadium renovation project, concerns Hallum for two reasons : it 
retains the sun's heat longer than natural turf and Marshall is more 
accustomed to the synthetic surface. The Eagles plan to work out at 
least once on the manmade grass but Marshall already is using it for 
practice. 
"Those artificial surfaces usually are about 30 degrees hotter 
than the air temperature," Hallum added. "Marshall probably will be 
used to the heat because of the practices. We'll have to use a lot of 
players to compensate." 
The 1:30 p.m. opener in Marshall's Fairfield Stadium will be 
the first time an MSU squad has competed on artificial turf. 
"We might as well get used to it," Hallum s aid. "It's the 
coming thing and we play on it again this season at Austin Peay 
(Oct . 10 ) . " 
Hallum said the Eagles would concentrate on passing and pass 
defense this week. The starting quarterback's job is still "wide 
open, " he said, with junior Buck Donley and freshmen Lou Mains, 
Alex Brawner and Dave Schaetzke all battling to take the first 
snap at Marshall. 
_ ....... 
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• 
"Marshall will have its best team in several years," says 
Hal lum. "Quarterbacks Ted Shoebridge and Bob Harris, runni ng backs 
Joe Hood, Dickie Carter and Art Harris and receivers Jack Repasy 
and Dennis Blevins will give us all we can handle." I 
} ~ ~ Hallum indicated his starting quarterback would be Buck Donl ey, 
i • a junior who missed all but one game last year because of injuries. 
l Also expected to see action at quarterback are freshmen Dave Schaetzke, 
Alex Brawner and Lou Mains. 
• "No one has the job won and these four youngsters are battl~ng 
down to the wire," Hallum said . "We expect to give them each a 
baptism under fire." 
Three Eagle regulars were not expected to be at full streng :h 
for the Marshall tilt - tailback Bill Cason, linebacker Jim Edward3 
and defensive end Clint Walker. 
r ' "We're going to have a lot of new faces," Hallum s«id. 
"Let's hope they don't haunt us afterward." 
#### 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area code 606/783-3325 
1970 EAGLE FOOTBALL --- WEEKLY REPORT No. 2 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jake Hallum worries a lot. 
The Morehead State University head football coach worries about 
injuries, about offense, about defense, about punting, about the heat 
but most of the time he worries about Marshall. • 
His Eagles meet MU's Thundering Herd at Huntington in less than 
two weeks (Sept. 19) and Hallum is tormented by visions of Marshall's 
great quarterbacks and ball carriers running rampant on their new 
• 
cirtificial turf. 
"We're corning along but there is still much to do," said 
Hallum of his third MSU opener. "Our kids are working harder than • 
ever and they' re anxious for that kickoff." 
Marshall is fielding perhaps its best team in recent history 
and the Herd remembers last year's 27-14 loss on Morehead State's 
home ground. Quarterbacks Ted Shoebridge and Bob Harris are 
outstanding and they have good receivers plus strong, young running 
backs, according to MSU scouting re?orts. 
"It will take a great effort on our part to contain both their 
passing and running c-.ttacks," Hallum lamented. "They' re getting 
gre~t public support and they're eager to christen that new turf 
with a win." 
(more) 
•• 
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... . ... 
"Our young men used excellent judgment in selecting these 
five fine players to lead them this season," said Eagle Head Coach 
Jake Hallum. "Each captain has earned the team's respect and each 
has good leadership qualities." 
Morehead State opens the 1970 campaign Sept. 19 at 








FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
~ ~ MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Five players from four states have been 
elected captains of the 1970 Morehead State University football 
squad . 
Heading the defensive line are linebacker Harry (Sugar Bear) 
Lyles, a 215-pound junior from Charleston, w. Va., and linebacker 
Ron Little, a 190-pound junior from Fort Payne, Ala. Picked by 
the defensive backfield was free safety Larry Baldridge, a senior 
from Shelby, Ohio. 
Senior center Steve Ward from Ashland and sophomore wingback 
Dennis Crowley from Cincinnati were picked by their teammates on 
the offensive unit. 
Lyles, who intercepted two passes in 1969, was an honorable 
mention pick for All-Ohio Valley Conference honors. He became a 
regular as a freshman. Little also has lettered two times. 
Baldridge, a former running back, is starting his fourth 
year as a regular. The 6-0, 195-pound defensive ace is considered 
one of the best free safeties in MSU grid history. 
Ward, also headed for a fourth letter, came to the Eagles as 
a linebacker but converted to become one of the best centers in the 
OVC. The 200-pound Kentuckian is an outstanding blocker. 
Crowley, a decorated Marine veteran of Vietnam, caught 31 
passes for 307 yards and three touchdowns last season, finishing 
10th in OVC pass receiving. The 6-2, 200-pound product of Cincinnati 
McNicholas High began his MSU career as a tight end but was convert~d 






i "Dave has a strong arm, great poise and is accepted as a 
l eader, despite his age," Walker added . "He is very coachable and h as 
an excellent football mind." 
Lou Mains , a red shirt freshman who starred in the s pring g ame, 
and Alex Brawner , a standout freshman with sparkling high school 
credentials, both have fallen behind in the quarterback scramble 
b ecaus e of injuries. 
Mains, 5-11 and 200 pounds, is the strongest of the four but 
is h ampered by lack of overall speed. He has been troubled of late 
by a wrenched knee and a concussion but appears to be regaining 
lost ground. 
"Lou has a strong, accurate arm and definite leadership traits," 
Wal ker said . "He is a tough kid who really wants to play. '' 
Brawner, hailed by some as the best high school quarterback in 
Florida l ast year, is the tallest candidate at 6- 2. The 180-pound 
option specialist is recovering from a foot injury and needs work on 
hi s timing. 
"Alex has tremendous poise and accuracy as a p asser ," Walker 
said. "His finesse with the option is exceptional." 
Donley and Schaetzke have nudged ahead but the opening kickoff 
i s mor e than a week away . Walker, like his boss, still sees the con-
tes t a s a four-way fight. 
II "It could be any one of them," he said. "We have confidence 
in all four and each of them can and will do the job . " 
"With competition like this, you have to end up with a fine 
quarterback, " says Hallum. 
And find a quarterback he mus t. Marshall h as t wo o f the 









~ROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-33 25 
(First of a series) 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University Offensive Backfield 
Coach Dan Walker is in a quandary. 
, 
He must recommend a starting quarterback to Head Coach Jake 
Hallum very soon and the choice will come from four players, all of 
whom have been impressive in pre-season drills. 
Hallum, in turn, must get that quarterback ready for the 
Sept. 19 opener at Marshall. 
Regardless of who wins the starting nod, he will be a new face 
to Eagle fans. All four candidates are relatively unknown and only 
one has any college game experience. 
Buck Donley, a 21-year-old junior, is slightly ahead in the 
four-man fight, Walker reports. The 6-1, 190-pound physical education 
major is "technically more proficient" with the MSU offense. He 
played twice early last season before knee injuries sidelined him 
for the year. 
"Buck came through his operations without any complications and 
he has been working with our offense since spring practice," Walker 
said . "He has good speed and is an accurate passer ." 
Pushing Donley is Dave Schaetzke, a 6-0, 170-pound freshman 
from Toledo who hopes to make the grade in his first college season. 
I The first team All-Ohio selection is ?erhaps the best runner of the ,• 















FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
J! MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 403 51 
(Third of a series) 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University Defensive Backfield 
Coach Larry Marmie hopes to hear someone yell "WETSU" at least 
30 times this season. 
11WETSU 11 (for "We eat this stuff up. 11 ) is the motto of the 
MSU secondary and is shouted when an Eagle intercepts an enemy pass. 
Marmie's defense corps swiped 24 aerials last season but he 
is shooting for an average of three interceptions in the Eagles' 
10 games this year. 
"We've had two years to build a good attitude, pride and 
teamwork in our secondary, '' says Marmie. "We think our kids have 
improved a great deal over last year. That's why I'm expecting 
more interceptions. 11 
The Eagle secondary is led by Little All America candidate 
Ron Gathright, a 6-3, 190-pound senior cornerback who owns the 
MSU interception record. An All-OVC performer in both football 
and basketball, Gathright is being watched almost daily by the 
pro scouts. 
"Ron has everything you need to be a great defensive back - · 
quickness, strength, agility, jumping ability, size and determination," 
Marmie added. "He also is aggressive and has excellent ball reaction. " 
The captain of the secondary is senior free safety Larry 
Baldridge (6-0, 195), a three-year letterman. "Larry has great 
knowledge of the game and possesses fine leadership traits," says 
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Junior cornerback Mike Rucker (5-10, 190) is the physically 
strongest secondaryman at MSU. He is starting his third season as a 
regular and is especially effective against ground plays. 
Junior strong safety Jim Bayes (6-0, 190) is strong and quick 
as attested by his varsity letters in track and wrestling. Marmie 
rates him as "a real hitter" and "great against the run . 11 
Sophomore Ken Hass (6-0, 195) is close behind Bayes and may 
alternate . He also will see duty as a linebacker. The only foreign 
student on the squad, Hass, a Canadian, has good hands. 
Playing behind Gathright at left cornerback is junior Chuck ~ 
Moore (6-0, 175), an aggressive back who was sidelined most of last 
season with a shoulder injury. Rucker's relief at the right corner 
is soph Geary Clutter (5-10, 165) whose speed offsets his size . 
Sophs Don Brindle (5-11, 185) and Ernie Triplett (6-0, 175) 
are vying for the second string free safety berth. Triplett, a ~ 
converted cornerback, has moved ahead because of Brindle's foot 
injury this fall. However, Brindle had a great spring and is 
admired as a "hardnosed" player. "Both can do the job," says Marmie . 
The Eagle secondary won't have to wait long for a stern test . 
Opening game foe Marshall has two standout passing quarterbacks. 
"We'll know how good we are after Sept . 19," Marmie said of 










FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
(second of a series) 
l 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---"With only three men playing the same positions 
they had last season, we certainly qualify as an untested defense . " 
Morehead State University Defensive Line coach Wayne Chapman 
is hopeful his rebuilt defensive wall will hold up Saturday against 
Marshall's running attack. 
Returning to the same slot this year are junior linebacker 
Harry (Sugar Bear) Lyles (5-8, 215), sophomore tackle Mark Sheehan 
(6-1, 220) and right end Jim Edwards (6-4, 210). 
Sheehan, one of the most improved linemen in camp, was an 
occasional starter last season. He has been moved into the gaping 
hole left by the graduation of All American Dave Haverdick . Edwards 
and Lyles, an honorable mention All-OVC choice last year , are heading 
into their third seasons as regulars . 
Chapman also lost All-OVC end Gary Listerman, linebacker Bill 
Wamsley and starting tackle John Slaughter from the 1969 defensive 
unit . Listerman and Wamsley became graduates and Slaughter , the 
1 • largest Eagle at 6-2 and 255 pounds , moved to offense . 
Senior Clint Walker (6-2, 205) has returned to defensive end 
a fter a year at fullback . Junior Ron Little (6-1, 190) , a leading 
sub last season, has inherited Warnsley's linebacking job . Sophomore 
Ray Mulroy (6-3, 220) has been assigned the tackle slot vaca ted by 
Slaughter . 
(more) 
line 2222222 I 
"We've had some annoying injuries and a few of our people are 
not back to full strength," Chapman said. "But all of them are 
expected to be ready for the Marshall game." 
.. 
n Chapman, an honorable mention Little All American in his 
' playing days at Morehead State, has been particularly impressed with 
the play of two freshmen - end Louis Gideon (6-0, 215) and linebacker 
John Howland (6-0, 200). He indicated both will see plenty of action . 
Other youngsters bringing smiles to Chapman and Defensive End 
Coach Ray Cobb have been tackle Hoss Rhodes (6-2, 230), a convert 
from offense; red shirt freshman tackle Dave Cox (6-2, 210), and 
I 
linebackers Ray Newsome (6-0, 190) and Robert Lynch (5-11, 210). 
I Both coaches also had good words for the performances of junior 
end John Lemke (6-0, 200), sophomore end Dave Bostelman (6-0, 200), an& 




"Several of our kids have game experience but need more work 
in their new positions," Chapman added . "I'm not sure what they can 
do as a unit until I see them under fire." 














FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- "We played well enough to win but there were 
just too many lost scoring opportunities." 
Morehead State University Football Coach Jake Hallum couldn't 
hide the disappointment in his voice as he talked of his Eagles' 14-6 
loss at Middle Tennessee Saturday night. 
The defeat dropped MSU to 0-2 overall and 0-1 in the Ohio 
Valley Conference. 
After two losses on the road the Eagles are coming home for 
Saturday night's clash with Murray State, the squad Hallum picked in 
pre-season polls as the "team to beat" in the ovc this season. 
Murray's Racers, 1-1 on the year after losing to Tennessee 
Tech, 21-7, last weekend, have "potentially the most explosive offense 
in the league," according to Hallum. 
Coach Bill Furgerson's attack is built around All-OVC quarter-
back Matt Haug, receivers Billy Hess and Jack Wolf and running backs 
Rick Fisher, Jimmy Brown and Jonathan White. 
"We had a fairly good overall effort but now we'll have to 
get ready for an even better football team," Hallum added. "Our scouts 
also were impressed with their defense. They have some very definite 
pro prospects." 
f The Eagle offense rolled up 294 yards against Middle Tenne ssee 
but the Blue Raider defense held four times inside the 10-yard-line. 
Two drives were stopped on pass interceptions. 
(more) 
. -
msu football 2222222 
Hallum said he was "generally satisfied" with the performance 
of his freshman quarterback, Dave Schaetzke. The Toledo rookie 
connected on four of 17 passes for 50 yards and rushed 16 times 
38 yards. 
"Dave matured down there," Hallum said of Schaetzke's game-
long tenure. "I'm sure he will profit from his mistakes." • 
Hallum was pleased with the running of fullback Bill Cason • 
who rushed 14 times for 114 yards and MSU's only touchdown. Cason, 
who carried the ball one time against Marshall, alternated with Doug 
Moore at fullback. 




appeared for the first time and picked up 30 yards in 10 carries. 
Hallum said Rogan's timing was slightly off but that he expected the 
200-pound speedster to "do another great job for us this season." 
As for the Murray game, Hallum said he expected Haug's passing 
to be the "first real test" of the MSU secondary. 
"We also expect to work more on our passing game," Hallum 
added. "It probably will take a lot of scoring to stay with Murray." 
### 
, 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Two streaks will be at stake here Saturday 
night when Morehead State University hosts Fairmont State College 
in a non-conference football clash at Breathitt Sports Center. 
Coach Jake Hallum's MSU Eagles are 2-2 overall and 2-1 in 
the Ohio Valley Conference and have won their last two outings, 24-7 
over Murray and 24-6 over Austin Peay. 
• 
Coach Harold Duvall's Fairmont State Falcons have dropped • 
three straight after winning their first two and are 2-3 for the 
year. They lost to Salem, 19-7, last Saturday. 
The 8 p.m. kickoff for the Eagles' last home night game this 
season will match the two schools on the gridiron for the first time. 
Relatives of the Eagle squad members will be recognized as part of 
• 
the "Parents Night" plans. Also in attendance will be members of 
the Kentucky General Assembly attending "Legislator's Night." 
"Those losses are deceiving," Hallum says of FSC. "Fairmont 
has a big defensive line and a strong secondary. Their quarterback 
(Dave Moreland) is good on the option and running backs Ted Jackson 
and Dennis Gibson can move the football." 
Hallum said his scouts, who have seen the Falcons twice, were 
very impressed with the play of Mike Argabrite, a split end on offense 
and a safety on defense. 
"Argabrite is a key man in their secondary which has been one 
of the best in the country," Hallum added. "Many times they use five 
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The Eagles will start the same personnel who have produced the 
two victories, including freshman Dave Schaetzke at quarterback. 
"Dave is beginning to come into his own out there," Hallum 
said of the fleet youngster from Toledo. '"His passing improved greatly 
last week and he knows our total offense much better now." 
Schaetzke, starting his third game, has raced for three touch-
downs and passed for two more in his brief college career. His poise 
has been exceptional for a rookie, according to opposing coaches. 
Hallum said the Eagles came through the Austin Peay game with 
"plenty of bumps and bruises" but no serious injuries. 
The Falcon offense is expected to provide a good test of MSU's 
conference-leading defensive unit. MSU linebacker Harry Lyles, him-
self a West Virginian, was named the OVC's "defensive player of the 
week" for his play last Saturday. 
"We were all very pleased with Harry's selection," Hallum 
said. "The defense wants to have one of their people picked every 
week. It certainly does wonders for morale." 
The MSU defenders have surrendered only 169.2 yards per game 
in their first four efforts. Offensively, the Eagles are averaging 
281.2 yards per tilt. 
"We have a lot of respect for Fairmont State," Hallum added. 
"They have great football tradition and we know we're in for a battle." 
#### 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 403 51 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/ 783-3325 
For Release After 10 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 17 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehe ad State University Head Basketball Coach 
Bill D. Harrell warned sports write rs here Saturday not to expect any 
miracles from his 1970-71 team. 
The 42-year-old Harrell, starting his second season at the Eagle 
helm, told the annual basketball press day that he had a team of "ambitious 
but young" players. 
"We're not making excuses in advance but this is only the second 
year of our rebuilding program," he said. "I underestimated last year's 
team and I sure hope I'm doing the same thing this time." 
Noting that his 1969-70 squad finished with an unexpected 13-11 
record, Harrell said he felt this year's mark could be just as good. 
"If our new people come through, we'll surprise a lot of people," 
the former Kentucky high school coach of the year added. 
Unveiling his 1970-71 varsity and freshmen for interv iews and 
photographs, Harrell said the play of All-OVC forward Jim Day would be 
"v ital" to his plans. 
Day , a 6-8 senior from Ashland, was praised by his coach as a 
"dedicated, talented basketball player. 11 Harrell said his leading 
scorer and rebounder from last season would be stronger defensively. 
Harrell, who came to MSU after two years as an assistant at 
Nebraska, said he h ad "toughene d" his varsity schedule this year and 
hoped to b ook more nationally-known teams in future seasons. 
(more) 
... ' • > 
msu basketball 2-2-2-2-2-2-2 
The Eagle head coach said sophomores Royce Woolever, Alonzo Cole, 
Bubba Abell, Vic Wharton and Ike Unseld would have to "grow up fast" to 
assist returning lettermen Day, senior center Jerry Hueseman and junior 
guards Jerry King and Eddie Conley. 
Woolever, a 6-11 center who sat out last season for academic 
reasons, and guards Gary Cress and Ray Wilkerson, a junior college 
transfer, were described as "three new faces which could really help us." 
The varsity had to share Saturday's spotlight with a group of 
freshmen Harrell likes to identify as "possibly the best frosh team 
in the history of Morehead State University." 
He announced that his varsity and freshman squads would tangle 
Nov. 23 in a benefit game at Laughlin Fieldhouse. 
The Eagle freshmen are headed by All-Americans Leonard Coulter 
of Danville and Howard Wallen of Johnson Central and All-Staters John 
Stacy of Breathitt County, Bill Dotson of Hazel Green and Eugene Lyons 
of Johns Creek. 
"We think our basketball fortunes are definitely on the upswing, 11 
Harrell concluded with a broad smile. 
The Eagles open the 1970-71 campaign Dec. 2 at home against 
Berea College. 
11111111111111 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
• .. MOREHEAD, Ky. -"="- It's a "must" game for both teams here 
Saturday night when Morehead State and Murray State square off at 
I 8 p.m. in Breathitt Sports Center. 
l The homestanding Eagles of Coach Jake Hallum are looking for 
their first win after road losses to Marshall and Middle Tennessee. 
"We're in for a hard test," Hallum said this week. 
• Coach Bill Furgerson's Racers are 1-1 overall and 0-1 in 
• • the Ohio Valley Conference after last week's loss to Tennessee Tech . 
It will be their third straight road game. 
Murray's coaches see the game as vital in their hopes for an 
ovc title. Hallum needs the win to rebuild his team's confidence 
' after two frustrating losses. 
Hallum is hopeful the first home crowd of the season will 
help his squad rebound from last week's 14-6 loss at Murfreesboro, 
Tenn. where the Eagle offense was stopped four times inside the I 
enemy's 10-yard line. 
Freshman quarterback Dave Schaetzke will start his second 
game and he is expected to get plenty of backfield help from sopho-
more fullback Bill Cason and senior tailback Louis Rogan. Both are 
fully ready for the first time this year. 
The Eagles will get only part-time duty from senior center 
Steve Ward and junior quarterback Buck Donley. Both missed the 
Middle Tennessee game because of injuries. 
(more) 
msu vs. murray 2222222 
"We made damaging mistakes in our first two games and our 
k ids are anxious to get rolling," Hallum said. "I'm hopeful we'll 
have better execution on offense and better pursuit on defense." 
The Eagle coaches rate Murray's Matt Haug as "one of the 
best passing quarterbacks in the country." His favorite targets 
are split end Billy Hess and tight end Jack Wolf. Running backs 
Rick Fisher and Jonathan White also spark the Racer attack. 
"It shapes up as a whale of a football game," Hallum added . 
##11111111 ti 
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FROM : OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Laughlin Fieldhouse at Morehead State 
University will be the site of a high school basketball clinic 
Tuesday, Oct. 12, at 7:30 p . m. 
Sponsored by the Kentucky High School Athletic Association, 
the rules clinic is required of all high school coaches and officials 
in the Morehead region. 
Assistant KHSAA Commissioner Bill Wise is clinic director. 
MSU Athletic Director Bobby Laughlin said both varsity and 
"B" team officials are required to attend such a clinic each year . 
#### 
• 
• FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION I 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Football Coach 
Jake Hallum said last week that he felt freshman quarterback Dave 
II 
• Schaetzke was about to come of age • 
The prophecy came true Saturday night as the 18-year-old 
speedster from Toledo, Ohio, led Hallum's Eagles to a 24-7 football 
I 
victory over favored Murray State. The win, MSU's first of the 
• young season, boosted the Eagles to 1-2 overall and 1-1 in the Ohio 
Valley Conference. 
I ~ 
• Schaetzke, starting only his second college game, scored ' 
touchdowns on runs of 44 and 36 yards while piling up 139 yards 
rushing in 16 carries. He also connected on four passes for another 
I 
I 34 yards. 
"We're real proud of Dave," Hallum said. "He did a real fine 
job and has the potential to do even better." 
Hallum noted that the wiry youngster threw an interception 
and fumbled twice but quickly added, "freshmen make mistakes but 
,1. 
we're still very confident of Dave's leadership out there." 
' 4 Hallum praised each of his running backs, singling out sopho-
more fullback Bill Cason, junior fullback Doug Moore and senior tail-
back Louis Rogan. Cason rushed 17 times for 106 yards, including a 
56-yard gallop which set up a touchdown. Rogan, who carried 13 times 
for 32 yards, was credited by Hallum with "superb" blocking. He 
I 
I 
also recovered a Murray fumble. Moore ran t11e ball 15 times for 
43 yards, including a f)v~· JdTU s c orjng jaunt. • • 
(more) ' 
msu football 2222222 
"Our ground game looked much better and we hope to improve 
our pass offense this week in time for the Austin Peay game," Hallum 
said. The Eagles are averaging 61.6 yards per game in the air and 
198 on the ground. 
The Eagles turned in their best offensive effort of the year 
against Murray but it was the defense which really made the 
The visiting Racers were held to a minus seven yards rushing 
and the Eagle secondary intercepted five passes for a school record. 
Senior free safety Larry Baldridge picked off three aerials for an 
individual record. 
"We had excellent coverage from our secondary and the linemen 
and linebackers kept good pressure on Murray all night," Hallum added. 
"Our people gave great effort." 
Sophomore defensive tackle Ray Mulroy drew special mention 
his four main tackles, four assists and a blocked punt. 
Hallum also commended placekicker-punter Kirk Andrews. 
booted a 34-yard field goal, three of three TD conversions and 
punted six times for an average of 37.8 yards. 
Junior cornerback Mike Rucker and sophomore center Mike 
Hawkins were listed as doubtful for Saturday's game at Clarksville, 
Tenn. aga i r;st-. Austin Peay. Ru c ke>r snf:F~t:od two ankle sprains and 
nawk i ns has a kr • .ae :i n~e\_; t-i nn. 
#### 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
.. 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's unbeaten soc ce r 
team will be trying for its second straight win over Berea this 
Saturday when the Mountaineers play host at 2 p.m. 
The Eagles scored in the closing minutes here Tuesday to 
stop Berea, 1-0. Freshman wingman Dale Provost kicked 
goal of the year to keep the MSU record spotless. 
Dr. Mohammed Sabie's MSU soccermen battled Fairmont State 
scoreless tie last Saturday and have a 3-0-1 mark on the year. 
"Berea gave us a good match here and we're expecting them 
even stronger at home," Dr. Sabie said. 





FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Fresh from Monday's triumph over previous l y 
unbeaten Eastern, the Morehead State University cross country team 
hits the road again Friday to test Kentucky State at Frankfort. 
Dr. Mohammed Sabie's Eagle thinclads are 2-0 in dual compe-
tition with wins over EKU and Ashland College and have won their 
only invitational meet of the season thus far, the Ashland College 
Distance Classic last weekend in Ashland, Ohio. 
Three-year letterman and captain Dan Price has paced the 
Eagles to all three victories. His five-mile clocking of 24:31.2 
in the Ashland meet was the best effort of 650 runners. The Tiffin, 
Ohio, senior also had the best time in the season-opening dual meet 
with Ashland College. 
Price led the Eagles to a 22-36 upset of Eastern's Colonels 
this week with a time of 26:56 on MSU's new five-mile home course . 
MSU captured the second , third, fourth, fifth and eighth places to 
turn back EKU's harriers who won first, sixth, seventh, 10th and 
12th places. 
Price has teamed with sophomores Nick Tsanges and Gary White 
and freshmen Ron Pontrich, Jack Sivori, Paul Gregory and John Rodgers 
to provide the Eagle scoring this season. 
"We are very fortunate to have Dan's leadership on such a 
young team," said Dr. Sabie, in his first year as track and cross 
country coach. He also coaches the MSU soccer team, another unbeaten 
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The four freshmen, all described as "blue chip" prospects , 
this season joined four holdover lettermen - Price, Tsanges, White 
and John Wikoff - to give MSU its best shot at the OVC cross country a 
title since distance running became a conference sport in 1962. 
"The new course already has helped our runners improve and 
we're hopeful they continue developing," Dr. Sabie added. "We have 
good personnel and they want to win very much." 
The Eagles are competing this season at the MSU Farm, 
miles north of Morehead on Ky. 377, instead of the MSU 
All meets are open to the public. 









At Kentucky State, 4 p.m. 
Southern States Invitational 
Cumberland College, 10 a.m. 
KENTUCKY STATE - Horne, 4 p.m . 
At Eastern Kentucky, 4:30 p.m. 
OVC Championships 
Middle Tennessee, 10 : 30 a.m. 
At Cincinnati, 4:30 p.m. 
NCAA Championships 
William and Mary College 
#### 
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FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ~-- Morehead State University's revived football 
team is heading for Clarksville, Tenn. to keep a Saturday night date 




• Hallum, whose Eagles broke a two-game losing streak last 
I 
weekend with a 24-7 pasting of Murray, is afraid of a mental letdown. 
"Our kids were high for Murray and some of them may not be 
serious about Austin Peay," the third-year coach said. "They are 
winless but that record does not indicate their strength." 
The Governors lost to Eastern last Saturday, 38-7, and are 
0-3 on the year. They had an identical record in 1968 when the 
Eagles breezed into town and were upset, 17-16. 
"That bunch is always tough at home, 11 Itallum recalled. "Coach 
Dupes has been troubled by injuries but I'm sure they'll be ready 
for us. 11 
Harold (Red) Roberts, Austin Peay's record-breaking pass re-
ceiver, is another of Hallum's major worries. He also is concerned 
about running backs Kenny Johnson and Calvin Warner. 
"This may sound silly but for a team that has given up 94 
points in three games, they have a potentially strong defense, 
especially against the run," Hallum added • 
The Eagles have been working on pass offense this week and 
Hallum is hopeful freshman quarterback Dave Schaetzke can improve 
his throwing accuracy to match his running ability. The 19-year-old 
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"We are expecting Dave's timing to be much better this week," 
Hallum said. "He's worked very hard to hit those receivers in 
practice." 
The Eagles are scheduled to work out Friday afternoon on the 
new Astroturf at Austin Peay's Municipal Stadium. It will be their 
second appearance of the season on the 11 mod sod. 11 Saturday's kickoff 
is set for 7:30 p.m. (CDT). 
In other football developments: 
Weekly statistics released by the Ohio Valley Conference list 
MSU in second place in team offense and defense. The Eagles are 
averaging 289.5 yards per game on offense and have allowed the oppo-
sition only 194.3 yards per encounter. 
Senior free safety Larry Baldridge is leading the ovc in pass 
interceptions with four after breaking a school record with three 
steals against Murray. Schaetzke is the fourth best total offense 
leader with 332 yards rushing and passing in three games. Sophomore 
kicker Kirk Andrews is the third best punter with an average of 37.8 
yards in 18 punts. Sophomore fullback Bill Cason is fifth in rush-
ing with 222 yards in 32 carries for an average of 6.9 yards per 
attempt. 
Hallum announced Wednesday that sophomore linebacker Robert 
Lynch (5-!l, 210) would undergo knee surgery next Wednesday and be 
out for the season. He will not make the trip to Austin Peay. 
"Robert definitely will be missed, 11 Hallum said. "He was 
on the second unit and we expected to use him heavily this year. 11 
Sophomore center Mike Hawkins also may miss the Austin Peay 







• FROM : OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
EAGLE FOOTBALL WEEKLY REPORT NO. 6 
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.---Morehead State's stout defense and a free 
wheeling ground and air attack smothered Austin Peay here Saturday 
night, 24-6, in an Ohio Valley Conference football clash. 
The Eagles' second straight triump upped their season mark to 
2-2 and OVC record to 2-1. The winless Governors dropped their fourth 
outing of the year. 
Dashing Dave Schaetzke led the MSU offense with 141 yards 
passing and 42 yards rushing. The freshman quarterback raced 30 yards 
for one touchdown. passed 54 yards to split end John High for another 
and ran for a two-point conversion. 
In other Eagle scoring, sophomore fullback Bill Cason bulled 
two yards for a TD, sophomore kicker Kirk Andrews booted two conversions 
and junior linebacker Ron Little dropped the APSU quarterback in the 
end zone for the first Eagle safety of the season. 
The Governors finally scored with 57 seconds left in the game 
when reserve quarterback David Walker hit split end Red Roberts with 
a five-yard touchdown aerial. The conversion attempt failed. 
The rugged Eagle defense held Austin Peay to only six yards 
rushing and 88 yards passing while intercepting three passes and 
recovering three enemy passes. Senior free safety Larry Baldridge 
grabbed his fifth interception of the year and cornerbacks Mike Rucker 
and Geary Clutter each hauled down their first steals of 1970. Pouncing 
on Governor fumbles were defensive ends Jerome Howard and John Lemke 
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Senior tailback Louis Rogan powered the MSU ground offense with 
76 yards in 15 carries. Cason picked up 30 yards in 11 attempts and 
Schaetzke ran 10 times for his 42 yards. 
High caught four passes for 109 yards, including the 54-yard 
scoring bomb from Schaetzke . Sophomore tight end Gary Shirk snared 
four more for 52 yards. • 
Eagle quarterbacks Schaetzke, Lou Mains and Alex Brawner were 
intercepted six times. Four passes were swiped by APSU's Jim Hardie 
to tie the OVC single game record. 
Coach Jake Hallum's MSU gridders return to friendly turf this 
• 
weekend to open a three-game home stand against Fairmont State 
Saturday night at 8 p.m. in Breathitt Sports Center Stadium. The 
Falcons are 2-3 on the year after losing to Salem last weekend . 
"Coach Duvall has a good football team," Hallum said of 
\ 




e ._.• : E"ROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's football Eagles 
rolled up 346 yards of total offense in Saturday night's 24-6 win over 
Austin Peay but Head Coach Jake Hallum wasn't entirely pleased. I 
I 11 We lost two fumbles and threw six interceptions," he recalled. 
11That many turnovers can be fatal against a real strong football team. 11 
Hallum said his Eagles, now 2-2 overall and 2-1 and in third 
place in the Ohio Valley Conference, would continue to concentrate on 
offense as they prepare for Saturday night's home clash with Fairmont 
State. 
"We have to get more consistency in our offense," the third-year 
coach added . "Our team is improving week to week and we're especially 




Hallum said the Eagle defense was "superb" in the Austin Peay 
game as they held the Governors to six yards rushing and 88 yards 
passing. A week earlier, the MSU defense limited Murray to a minus 
seven yards on the ground. • 
Several Eagles were banged up in the game at Clarksville, Tenn. 
but Hallum said he didn't expect anyone to miss the Fairmont game . 
"It was a bruising game and our kids gave great effort," he added. 
Dashing Dave Schaetzke, the Eagles' standout freshman quarter-
back, passed for 141 yards and a touchdown and rushed for 42 yards ~ 
and another TD. He also raced for a two-point conversion. His 
scoring pass was a 54-yard bomb to All-OVC split end John High . The 
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The other Eagle scoring came on a two-yard touchdown plunge 
• by sophomore fullback Bill Cason and a safety produced by linebacker 
I\ 
1/ Ron Little's tackle of the APSU quarterback in the end zone. 
The Eagles had 171 yards through the air and 175 on the 
Senior tailback Louis Rogan paced the rushing game with 76 yards in 
15 carries. Cason added 30 yards in 11 attempts. 
High snared four passes for 109 yards and the TD and tight 
end Gary Shirk grabbed four more for 52 yards . 
"We've worked out some of our problems on offense but something 
I ( 
must be done about all those interceptions," Hallum said. His 
quarterbacks have been intercepted 12 times in four games. However, 
the Eagle secondary has swiped 10 enemy aerials in the same span. 
Senior free safety Larry Baldridge made his fifth interception 
of the season against Austin Peay. He is within one stolen pass of 





- · . ._.FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University athletic teams made 
it a clean sweep last weekend as the Eagles racked up road victories 
in football, soccer and cross country. 
Dr. Mohammed Sabie's cross country team began the winning 
weekend with a romp over Kentucky State Friday afternoon at Frankfort . 
The MSU harriers, paced by senior Dan Price, made a shambles of the 
meet with six Eagles crossing the finish line at the same time ahead 
of the KSC runners. 
The MSU soccermen, also coached by Dr. Sabie, journeyed to 
Berea Saturday afternoon and edged the Mountaineers, 3-2. Eagle goals 
were scored by freshman wingman Dale Provost, senior wingman Lenny 
Kocis and sophomore forward John Kurtz. Four days earlier, MSU 
defeated Berea 1-0 at Morehead with Provost providing the only goal. 
Head Coach Jake Hallurn's football squad made it unanimous with 
a 24-6 thumping of Austin Peay Saturday night at Clarksville, Tenn. • 
Dave Schaetzke passed 54 yards to John High for one touchdown and ran 
30 yards for another. Bill Cason ran two yards for the other TD. The 
MSU defense turned in a safety for the final two points. 
The cross country Eagles are idle until the Southern States 
Invitational Meet Oct. 20 at Cumberland ~ollege. The soccer Eagles 
go back into action at 2 p.m. this Saturday at Transylvania. The 
football Eagles open a three-game home stand Saturday night against 
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 




Area Code 606/783-33 25 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Harry (Sugar Bear) Lyles, Morehead State 
University's standout junior linebacker, has been named Ohio Valley 
Conference "defensive player of the week" for his efforts against 
Austin Peay last Saturday night . 
• The 5-8, 215-pound defensive ace from Charleston, W. Va. was 
credited with eight tackles and six assists, recovered an enemy 
fumble and knocked down four passes. He led the MSU defense which 
he ld Austin Peay to six yards rushing and 88 yards passing . The 
Eagles charged to their second OVC victory, 24-6. 
"Harry is a hustling, dedicated football player who deserves 
such recognition , " said MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum. "He's mighty 
important to our team." 
Official OVC statistics released TUesday show MSU's Eagles 
as the loop's best defensive team, allowing opponents an average of 
only 169 . 2 yards per game - 93.2 on the ground and 76 in the air. 
Hallum's gridders, in third place in the conference with a 
2-1 OVC mark and 2-2 overall, are fourth in team offense with an 




in tota l offense with 128.7 yards per game. Tight end Gary Shirk is 
-
fifth in pass receiving with 168 yards and a TD on 11 passes. Fullback 
Bill Cason is fifth in rushing with 252 yards in 43 carri es for 5 . 8 
yards per attempt . Schaetzke is fourth in scoring with 20 points 






_FROM : OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 




MOREHEAD, Ky . --- Morehead State University Head Basketball 
Coach Bill D. Harrell launches his second year at the Eagle helm 
Thursday as drills open for the 1970-71 season. 
"We are continuing our rebuilding program and expect to field 
a team heavy with sophomores," Harrell said. "Our kids are ambitious 
and we're hopeful of another winning season." 
Harrell's first squad, described often as a "miracle" quintet, 
finished the 1969-70 season with a 13-11 mark after being picked in 
pre-season polls to win as few as seven games. 
"We started last year with two proven players and this year we 
have only one real standout at this point," Harrell said in referring 
to his high scoring, All-OVC forward, senior Jim Day of Ashland. a 
The 6-8 forward averaged 22 points and 11 rebounds per game 
last year and won unanimous listing on the all-conference team. 
Harrell expects about 15 candidates to appear Thursday afternoon 







lettermen - Day, senior center Jerry Hueseman, junior guards Eddie ~ 
Conley and Jerry King.- and five products of last year's freshman 
team - guards Bubba Abell, Vic Wharton and Ike Unseld and forwards 
Mike Popp and Alonzo Cole. 
Newcomers seen as possible regulars include 6-11 Royce Woolever, 
6-3 Gary Cress and 5-10 Ray Wilkerson. Woolever did not play as a 
freshman and Wilkerson is a junior college transfer. cr~ss came to 







About a dozen freshmen are due to report Friday afternoon 
to Assistant Coach Jack Black. Billed last spring as the most 
impressive group of new recruits in MSU's cage history, the 1970-71 
frosh include high school All-Americans Leonard Coulter of Danville 
and Howard Wallen of Johnson Central, All-Staters Eugene Lyons of 
Johns Creek, John Stacy of Breathitt County, Bill Dotson of Hazel 
Green and Mark Wenning of Greensburg, Ind. 
"Our freshman should be able to play with anyone on our schedule~' 
Harrell said of his eight signees. "Frankly, we expect them to make 
great varsity players." 
The Eagles and their coaches meet the press for photographs 
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FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
-- .. 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---It was another winning weekend for Morehead State 
University athletic teams as the Eagles grabbed victories in football, 
soccer and cross country. 
Coach Jake Hallum's gridders rallied in the second half to whip 
Fairmont State, 27-7, for their third straight win. They now are 3-2 
on the year and 2-1 in the ovc . The Eagle touchdowns were scored by 
• quarterback Dave Schaetzke on a 34-yard run, fullback Bill Cason on a 
30-yard sweep, tailback Louis Rogan on a one-yard plunge and Maurice 
Hollingsworth on a 60-yard punt return. 
Dr. Mohammed Sabie's unbeaten soccer and cross country teams 
kept their unblemished record intact as the soccermen blanked 
Transylvania, 5-0, and the harriers took first place in the Western 
Kentucky University Invitational Meet at Bowling Green. 
The soccer Eagles, now 5-0-1 on the year, had two goals by 
-
• wingman Dale Provost and single tallies by wingman Lenny Kocis, forward 
John Kurtz and Rafael Maldonado. • 
Senior Dan Price again paced the cross country Eagles to victory 
• . with a time of 31:49 minutes on the six-mile course. He finished fourth 
in the individual category. Ron Pontrich was sixth and Nick Tsanges 
came in seventh to help MSU take the team trophy by 23 points under the 
nearest competitor. 
The football Eagles meet Tennessee Tech at 2:30 p.m. Saturday 
in the annual Homecoming Day battle and the cross country team takes 
on Kentucky State Friday at 4 p.m. on the University Farm course. The 






FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MJREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPOONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University made it three 
football victories in a row here Saturday night as the Eagles rallied 
in the second half to turn back Fairmont State, 27-7. 
Behind 7-0 at halftime after spotty offensive play, MSUerupted 
for 12 points in the third period and 15 in the last stanza to up the 
season record to 3-2 overall •. 
The Eagles are 2-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference and return to 
OVC action this weekend with a Homecoming Day clash with Tennessee 
Tech, also 3-2 for the year but 1-2 in the ovc after last Saturday's 
28-0 loss to Western Kentucky. The kickoff is set for 2:30 p.m. at 
Breathitt Sports Center Stadium.A -sellout crowd · of ~ l0,000 is .expeeted: 
Coach Jake Hallum's Eagles got on the scoreboard Saturday 
night with 3:15 left in the third period when freshman quarterback 
Dave Schaetzke raced 34 yards to paydirt. The conversion attempt 
was wide and the visiting Falcons led 7-6. 
Maurice Hollingsworth put MSU in front less than two minutes 
later when he took a Fairmont State punt 60 yards for a touchdown. 
A pass failed on the extra point try and the Eagles were in front to 
stay, 12-7. 
Senior tailback Louis Rogan dived into the end zone early in 
the fourth period for MSU's third touchdown and junior quarterback 
Buck Donley passed to wingback Dennis Crowley for the two-point 
conversion. 
, 1J. Sophomore fullback Bill Cason charged 30 yards for the last 
• Eagle TD and Kirk Andrews kicked the extra point. Cason led the MSU 
• ground attack with 72 yards in nine carries. Freshman quarterback 
Lou Mains helped set up two touchdowns as he connected on three of 
three passes for 44 yards. 
" 11111111 





FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. ·- ':"- "We still think they have a good football 
team. It will take a great game by our kids to whip them." 
Morehead State University Football Coach Jake Hallum was re-
ferring to Tennessee Tech, Saturday's Homecoming Day opponent at 2:30 
p.m. in Breathitt Sports Center Stadium. 
Coach Don Wade's Golden Eagles have dropped two straight in the 
Ohio Valley Conference for a 1-2 conference slate and 3-2 overall. 
They lost to Western Kentucky last weekend, 28-0. 
Morehead State rallied in the second half last Saturday to turn 
back Fairmont State, 27-7, for the Eagles' third straight win. They 
are 3-2 on the year and 2-1 in the ovc. 
Hallum was very high on Tech in pre-season polls and says 
their OVC losses have resulted from "bad breaks which put them behind 
early." 
"Any time you have 43 lettermen and a proven quarterback return-
ing, you must have a strong football team," he added. "They have 
more size, offensively and defensively, than almost every other team 
in the conference, including us." , 
• 
The Golden Eagles have a sound running attack powered by 
sophomore tailback Roger Hill who has amassed 497 yards rushing in 
five games this year. Quarterback Steve Ailey's passing beat MSU at 
Cookeville, Tenn. last season and he has excellent receivers this 
year in tight end Jim Bishop ::\nd spl 1.t end 'l'erry Weber , according to 
Hallum's scouts. 
(more) 
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"Their defense is rough and they'll hit you hard and never 
let up," Hallum said. "We' 11 be outweighed at every position. Jim 
Youngblood, their young linebacker is already outstanding." 
Hallum will send the OVC's second ranked defensive unit against 
Tech before the expected sellout crowd of 10,000. 
The MSU Eagles have the conference's best pass defense, allow-
ing only 83.6 yards per game thus far. The ground defenders 
surrendered 102.8 yards per tilt. 
1 "We're real proud of our defense and the job they've done all 
season but the opposition gets tougher each week from here," Hallum 
said of upcoming games with Tech, Western Kentucky, East Tennessee 
and Eastern Kentucky. 
Morehead state is in third place in the OVC. Freshman quarter~ 
back Dave Schaetzke, the conference's third highest scorer, also is 
third in total offense per game with 116.4 yards rushing and passing. 
"We had a bad first half against Fairmont but things looked 
much better after halftime," the 32-year-old Hallum added. The 
Eagles scored all 27 points in the second half. 





FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University Head Basketball Coach 
Bill D. Harrell is optimistic but does not expect any miracles from his 
1970-71 team. 
The 42-year-old Harrell, starting his second season at the 
Eagle helm, recently told the annual basketball press day that he 
a team of "ambitious but young" players. The Eagles began workouts 
last week. 
"We're not making excuses in advance but this is only the 
second year of our rebuilding program," he said. "Our kids know my 
system better and I know them better. However, we still have far to 
go . " 
Noting that his 1969-70 squad finished with an unexpected 
13-11 record, Harrell said he felt this year's mark could be just as 
good. 
11 If our new people come through, we'll surprise a lot of peopl e, " 
the former Kentucky high school coach of the year added. "I know we'll 
be competitive. 11 
Unveiling his 1970-71 varsity and freshmen for interviews and 
photographs, Harrell said the play of All-OVC forward Jim Day would be 
"vital" to his plans. 
Day, a 6-8 senior from Ashland, was praised by his coach as a 
"dedicated, talented basketball player." Harrell said his leading 
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Harrell, who came to MSU after two years as an assistant at 
Nebraska, said he had "toughened" his varsity schedule this year and 
hoped to book more nationally-known teams in future seasons. 
The Eagle head coach said sophomores Royce Woolever, Alonzo 
Cole, Bubba Abell, Vic Wharton and Ike Unseld would be counted on 
heavily to assist returning lettermen Day, senior center Jerry 
Hueseman and junior guards Jerry King and Eddie Conley. 
Woolever , a 6-11 center who sat out last season for academic 
reasons, and guards Gary Cress and Ray Wilkerson, a junior college 
transfer, were described as "three new faces which could readily .. 
help us." 
The varsity had to share the press spotlight with a group of 
freshmen Harrell likes to identify as "possibly the best frosh team 
in the history of Morehead State University. " 
• 
He announced that his varsity and freshman squads would tangle 
Monday, Nov. 23, in a benefit game at Laughlin Fieldhouse. 
The Eagle freshmen are headed by All-Americans Leonard Coulter 
of Danville and Howard Wallen of Johnson Central and All-Staters John 
Stacy of Breathitt county, Bill Dotson of Hazel Green and Eugene Lyons 
of Johns Creek. 
"We think our basketball fortunes are definitely on the upswing 
Harrell concluded with a broad smile. 
The Eagles open the 1970-71 campaign Dec. 2 at home against 















FROM : OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Gridiron nostalgia will be heavy this weekend 
at Morehead State University when members of the 1949 and 1950 MSU 
football teams return to their alma mater for Homecoming. 
than 25 former players and three coaches have accepted 
from MSU's Alumni M Club to attend a special reception 
Building following the Homecoming Day game with 
Tennessee Tech. 
Expected returnees include first team All-Ohio Valley Conference 
halfback Jerry Wing, end Stewart (Corky) Kirtley and guard Marv 
Ramrnelsburg. - Iii 
The 1949 team had a 6-3 record with wins over Eastern 
and Murray. The 1950 football Eagles finished 4-4 with lopsided 
victories over Marshall and Middle Tennessee. 
"We're delighted that these former Eagles can be with us for 
Homecoming," said Dr. Harry Mayhew, director of alumni affairs at 
"We hope to homor a separate team each year at future homecoming 
... 
celebrations." 
The returning footballers will sit in a special section at 
Breathitt Sports Center Stadium, the magnificent 10,000-seat arena 
which replaced their old glory ground, Jayne Memorial Stadium, in 1964. 
Morehead State's Homecoming Weekend starts Friday with a 
candlelight dinner featuring Mrs . Adron Doran at the organ with a 
student combo. Trumpeter Al Hirt will perform in concert at 8:30 p .m. 
in Laughlin Fieldhouse . 
The Glenn Miller Orchestra plays for the Homecoming Dance 
Saturday at 8:30 p.m. The football game starts at 2 : 30 p.m. A 








FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's unbeaten soccer 
team goes back into action this week with three matches in six days . A 
Dr. Mohammed Sabie's Eagles, now 5-0-1, host Morris Harvey 
Wednesday at 4 p.m. in their action since defeating Transylvanis 
10 days ago. 
Highly-regarded Dayton comes to Morehead State Saturday for 
a 10 a.m. match and George Peabody College arrives Monday for a 
2 p.m. encounter. 
All MSU soccer matches are staged at Breathitt Sports Center 
Stadium and are free to the public. 
"We hope to stay healthy and prepare for the big tournament 
next week," Dr. Sabie said. The Eagles appear Nov. 6 and 7 in the 
first annual Kentucky Intercollegiate Soccer Tournament at Berea . 
They already have beaten four of their five possible opponents--Berea, 
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· - FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State's stout defense stopped Tennessee 
Tech cold here Saturday as the Eagles charged to their fourth straight 
win , 31-10, before a rain-soaked Homecoming Day crowd of 10,000. • 
The impressive victory left Coach Jake Hallum's gridders with 
a 4-2 record overall and 3-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference , good for 
second place. Tech's third consecutive loss dropped the Golden Eagles 
to 3-3 for the year and 1-3 in the ovc. 
MSU hosts undefeated Western Kentucky Saturday at 2 p.m. in a 
battle for the top spot in the ovc. WKU dropped Eastern Kentucky 
19-7 last weekend . The Hilltoppers are 5-0-1 overall and 3-0-1 in 
the OVC. -
"The tough ones are still ahead of us," Coach Hallum said 
Saturday of upcoming games with Western, East Tennessee and Eastern. 
"We whipped a good outfit today but those ahead are even better." 
The Eagles• league-leading defense held Tech to just 37 yards 




13 yards in nine attempts. Also, the Eagles forced and recovered three 
Tech fumbles. 
Senior tailback Louis Rogan paced the MSU scoring with two 
touchdowns on plunges of one and three yards. Freshman quarterback 
Dave Schaetzke passed 25 yards to sophomore tight end Gary Shirk for 
another TD and junior fullback Doug Moore scampered three yards for 
the other tally. Sophomore Kirk Andrews booted a 36-yard field 
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Tech scored on a 40-yard field goal by Butch Gentry and a 
four-yard pass from David Fair to Jim Bishop . 
The Eagles took a 3-0 lead with less than 90 seconds gone in 
the first ~eriod when Andrews kicked his longest field goal of the 
year . It came four plays after MSU linebacker Charlie Arline had 
pounced on a Tech fumble on the visitors' 23. 
The Eagles marched 67 yards later in the opening stanza as 
Rogan dived over from the one-yard marker and Andrew's kick made it 
10-0. A 29-yard punt return by sophomore wingback Jeff Perkins sent 
the Eagles toward their second touchdown early in the second quarter. 
Moore charged three yards to paydirt to cap a 26-yard campaign in 
seven plays. 
It was 17-0 when Gentry's field goal put Tech on the scoreboard 
with 5:26 left in the first half and the half ended, 17-3. Arline 
blocked another field goal attempt with three seconds remaining. 
MSU made it 24-3 midway through the third period when Schaetzke's 
pass to Shirk climaxed a 92-yard march. Regan's second TD of the day 
caroe six minutes later to cap the MSU scoring and a 58-yard drive. 
Tech scored early in the fourth period and the issue had been 
decided , 31-10, with 13:17 left to play. The Eagle defense stopped 
two Tech drives inside the 15-yard line in the closing minutes. 
"We're real proud of our kids," Hallum said . "They gave great 
effort and never let up." 
Sophomore fullback Bill Cason was voted the game's most 
outstanding player. He rushed 16 times for 101 yards, including 
a 51-yard gallop which set up a touchdown. 
Tommie Whitman, a 21-year-old senior from Galion, Ohio,was 






e FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky . ---Morehead State University Football Coach Jake 
Hallum normally says very little about opponents. He's saying even ~ 
• less this week • 
His streaking Eagles, now 4-2 overall and 3-1 in the Ohio 
Valley Conference, have won four straight but are heading into their 
toughest fray so far - a 2 p.m. home date this Saturday with Western 
Kentucky. 
J At 32 Hallum is relatively young for a college head coach but 
he's of the old school when it comes to pre-game publicity. Too 
I much talk gives the other team a psychological edge, Hallum believes . 
I 
"Western has a great football team," he said. "They have a 
strong, rugged defense and a fine, fast offense. They're sound at 
every position." 
Period. 
'That's all I'm going to say," he concluded. 
The game looms as a sellout with first place in the OVC at 1 
stake as conference leader WKU brings its 3-0-1 OVC record and 5-0-1 
total slate into second place MSU's Breathitt Sports Center Stadium 
for the 2 p.m. kickoff. 
Matched for the first time this season will be the OVC's 
• 
tightest defense-- Western's 172 yards per game -- against the • 
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Hallun1•s Eagles also are second in defense, eight yards pe r 
e 9 am@ behind the Hilltoppers. 
• 
• 
Some observers feel the battle could be decided on a single 
scoring play • 
Individually, the Hilltoppers have the second and third 
leading scorers in the OVC with placekicker Steve Wilson's 32 
markers and quarterback Leo Peckenpaugh's 30. MSU quarterback Dave 
Schaetzke has 26 points, good for fourth spot. 
WKU's freshman tailback, John Embree, is fourth in rushing 
• wi t h 4 29 yards in 100 carries for 4.3 yards per carry and 71.5 per 
game . Right behind him is Morehead State's Bill Cason , a sophomore 
ful lback , with 425 yards in 68 attempts for an average of 6 . 2 yards 
per carry and 70.8 per game. 
Cason teams with Schaetzke and senior tailback Louis Rogan to 
give the Eagles the league's most potent ground attack , 203 yards 
per game. 
Cason was voted the most outstanding player in last week's 
31-10 Homecoming victory over Tennessee Tech. He picked up 101 y ar ds 
in 16 carries, including a 51-yard gallop to set up a TD. 
"Bill had a fine game," Hallum said of the 5-8, 215-pound 






FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
.. 
TELEPHONE : 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State gave away the football eight 
times Saturday as Western Kentucky ended the Eagles ' four-game 
winning streak, 24-14, in a bruising Ohio Valley Conference battle . 
; The visiting Hilltoppers held onto the OVC ' s top spot by 
taking advantage of five MSU fumbles and three intercepted passes . 
The Eagles, now 4-3 overall and 3-2 in the OVC, scored twice in the 
third period but could not overcome their mistakes. 
Coach Jake Hallum ' s gridders go to Johnson City, Tenn . this 
Saturday to test defending ovc champ East Tennessee , now 5-1-1 on the 
year and 2-1-1 in the league after last Saturday ' s 9-7 win over 
Appalachian State . 
r "We had a tremendous effort and our kids really wanted to win 
but there were just too many mistakes," Hallum said of the WKU fray. 







The Eagle defense , outstanding all afternoon, was sparked by i • 
• •• 
junior linebacker Harry {Sugar Bear) Lyles who had 13 tackles, six 1 
assists, an intercepted pass and a blocked field goal attempt . 
Sophomore fullback Bill Cason scored both MSU touchdowns and I 
Kirk Andrews kicked each extra point . 
Western took the lead, 7-0, early in the first period after a 
14-yard run on a faked field goal attempt put the ball on MSU's 5 . 
J ohn Embree sprinted across two plays later . The Hilltoppers made it 
1 4-0 after r ecover ed an MSU fumble on the Eagles' own 3. Clarence 





·w msu football 2-2-2-2-2-?-2 ....... 
Western pushed its advantage to 17-0 in the third p e riod on 
S t e ve Wilson's 42-yard field goal. He also kicked three e xtra 
The Eagles marched 90 yards for their first six-pointer with 
Cason charging three yards to paydirt . A pass interception put MSU 
back into scoring position five minutes later and Cason capped a 
t 21-yard drive with another three-yard run . 
£ MSU trailed by only three, 17-14 , with 1 : 04 to play in the t r. lr 
third period but bad luck soon returned . Another p~ss the ft gave the 
Eag les the ball but a fumble sent it back to WKU on the next play . 
The Hilltoppers then drove 38 yards in six plays as Jackson s cored 
on a three -yard swe ep with 7 : 06 left in the game . 
.. Weste rn's defense held three times in the closing minutes 
MSU tried vainly to mount another scoring threat. 
I 
"Our defense was brilliant but we couldn ' t keep the footb all 
whe n we needed to, " Hallum said. "It will be tough getting 
r e a dy for East Tennessee . Their morale is down . " ... 
#fl fl 11 11 ##### • 
• 
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FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University defensive back La1·ry 
Baldridge has been named "Defensive Player of the Week" in the Ohio Valley 
Conference. 
The 6-1, 190-pound senior free safety was selected on the basis of his 
performance against Eastern Kentucky University last Saturday. Baldridge, who 
was captain of the MSU secondary, had five tackles, five assists, recovered an 
EKU fumble and intercepted a pass to break the school record for season inter-
ceptions as the Eagles pulled off a stunning 16 -13 upset of the favored Colonels. 
"Larry turned in a magnificent game, 11 said MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum. 
'!We're really. 5oing to miss him back there next season." 
Baldridge, a senior from Shelby, Ohio, became the third defensive pick 
of the OVC from Morehead State. Named twice this season was junior linebacker 
Har r y (Sugar Bear) Lyles 
Hallum announced that tickets would be available all day, Monday, Nov. 30 , 
for the annual Eagle f ootball banquet tha t night in the Adron Doran University 
Center . Tickets are $2. 50 each and may be purchased at the Athletic Business 
Office in the Laughlin IIealt:h RnilcHng 0 .1: :it th P rloot'. C:iuc-iun:lti Reuga ls quarter - 1 
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FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4Q351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's football team 
established five records and tied three others this season en route 
to a 6-4 overall record and 4-3 Ohio Valley Conference slate. 
Two new marks and all three ties occurred in last week's 
season-ending 16-13 upset of Eastern Kentucky. The loss knocked EKU 
out of the ovc title and a bowl bid. 
sophomore placekicker Kirk Andrews won the Eastern game with 
f 
a 22-yard field goal, his third of the campaign, to tie the MSU record 
r for three-pointers in a season. He kicked an extra point earlier in 
• the game to match the record for kicked conversions, 19. The field 
goal and extra point gave him 28 points by kicking for the season, 
eclipsing the old standard of 25. 
Senior safety Larry Baldridge snared his seventh interception 
of the year late in the Eastern game to help preserve the Eagle 
victory. The stolen pass broke the previous record of six set last 
season by Ron Gathright. 
Baldridge also rewrote the single game interceptions record 
wi th three against Murray State and the team grabbed five in the 
same tilt for another new mark. The Eagle defense held Kentucky State 
to 74 yards total offense for a new team record. The best effort 
beforehand was 86 yards allowed Memphis Navy in 1961 . 
Coach Jake Hallum's three-year record at MSU is 15- 14-1 afte r 
his second straight 6-4 record. His 1968 squad was 3-6-1. 
The Eagles played to more than 76,000 fans in 10 games this 
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• FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Three Morehead State University football 
players have been named to the Ohio Valley Conference 
selected by the Louisville Courier-Journal. 
Listed on the offensive unit was tackle Ed Mignery, a 210-
pound senior from Fairfield, Ohio. The defensive team included line-
backer Harry (Sugar Bear) Lyles, a 215-pound junior from Charleston, 
W. Va. and safety Larry Baldridge, a 195-pound senior from Shelby, 
Ohio. -
Mignery, a four-year regular, was named to the coaches' All-
ovc squad as a sophomore. Lyles twice was named the OVC's "Defensive 
Player of the Week" this season. Baldridge rewrote an MSU record 
with seven pass interceptions. 










FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State's varsity and freshman basketball 
teams will be in Danville this weekend for a rematch of Monday night's 
exhibition game won 90-84 by the varsity • 
"We plan to let both squads go full speed and use all their i 
plays and defenses," Head coach Bill D. Harrell said of the 8 p.m . 
game at Danville High School. The intrasquad contest is free and 
donations will be accepted for the high school athletic fund. 
Three former DHS standouts will be wearing Eagle uniforms . 
Playing for the MSU frosh are 6-5 Leonard Coulter, a high school 
All-American last season, and 6- 1 guard Joe Stallworth. Junior 
guard Ray Wilkerson (5-10) transferred to MSU after two years as a 
regular at Phillips Junior College, Helena, Ark. 
• The varsity scored eight straight points in the final two 
minutes Monday night to break an 80-80 tie and turn back the Eagle 
I 
yearlings. All-OVC forward Jim Day led the varsity with 24 points 
t 
and 12 rebounds. Jerry Hueseman added 23. 
Coulter paced the frosh with 21 and Howard Wallen of Johnson 
Central,another high school All-American, had 15. Jumping jack 
Lowell Ashby of Shelby County added 12. 
The game produced almost $700 for the Marshall University 
Memorial Fund. r 
MSU opens its regular season Wednesday, Dec. 2, at home 
against Berea College . The freshman game starts at 5 : 30 p . m. and 
the varsity tipoff is 7 : 30. 
11 11 11 11 11 11 
" !Ii 
I 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
l'()REHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State's Kirk Andrews kicked the 
biggest field goal of his college career Saturday and propelled the 
Eagles to a thrilling 16-13 upset of arch-rival Eastern Kentucky, 
the eighth-ranked small college team in the nation. 
Andrews, a 5-6, 190-pound sophomore, split the uprights from 
22 yards out with 2:31 to play and the MSU defense held on for the 
victory. 
Free safety Larry Baldridge shattered MSU's season record for 
pass interceptions when he made his seventh steal of the year t o 
stop Eastern's desperation drive in the closing seconds. Cornerbac~~ 
Mike Rucker also made a key interception for the Eagles. 
Andrews, who kicked an extra point earlier in the game, 
established an MSU record for kick scoring by finishing with 28 
?Oints on 19 extra points and three field goals. 
Morehead State, moving steadily under freshman quarterback 
Dave Schaetzke, jumpeq to a 7-0 lead in the first period whe n the 
Toledo youngster hit fullback Bill Cason with a 34-yard touchdown 
pass. 
The EKU Colonels rallied for 13 points in the second quarte~ 
as Larry Kirksey snared a 17-yard TD pass and James Porter raced 
25 yards to score with a recovered fumble. Ralph Gillespie kicked 
the second extra point after missing the first. 
Down 13-7 at halftime, the Eagles of Coach Jake Hallum r oared 
b ack with an 87-yard march in the third period capped by tailbac1~ 
Louis Rogan's two-yard plunge for the tally. The extra point ·-~~ 
went astray when the center snap was bobbled. 
(more) 
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The dramatic field goal situation developed when MSU drove 
to the Eastern 10-yard line after Rucker's interception. Schaetzke 
carried to the five and Andrews came in to kick on the fourth down. 
Eastern had the football only two plays as Baldridge picked 
off a Bob Fricker pass and carried it 33 yards to the EKU 31. A 
15-yard penalty and five running plays put the ball on the Eastern 
four-yard stripe when the final gun sounded. 
"I'm thrilled to death," said Hallum of his second straight 
triumph over the Colonels. MSU won at home last year, 23-11. 
The Eagles ended the 1970 campaign with a 6-4 overall record 
and 4-3 in the Ohio Valley Conference. Eastern lost hopes for an 
OVC title and a post-season bowl bid and finished 8-2 on the year 
and 5-2 in the conference. 
Schaetzke connected on 13 of 22 passes for 179 yards and a 
TD. Split end John High caught six passes for 86 yards in his best 





FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Head Football 
Coach Jake Hallum may be developing an ulcer • 
His football team lost its second straight last Saturday, 13-7 
at East Tennessee, and they again managed to make the victory almost 
a gift for the opposition. 
This time it was three pass interceptions, two fumbles and a 
' 60-yard punt return for a touchdown which spelled defeat for the 
Eagles. 
11 It was the Western game all over again, 11 said a dejected 
Hallum. "We beat them everywhere but on the scoreboard. 11 J 
Morehead State fell to Western Kentucky a week ago while 
losing five fumbles and throwing three interceptions. 
The Eagle defense was superb both times as MSU piled up more • 
total offense yardage than either the Hilltoppers or the Buccaneers. 
In fact, the defense has been "great" all season, according to Hallum. 
Now 4-4 overall and 3-3 in the OVC, MSU is at home Saturday 
for a 2 p.m. date with Kentucky State. The Thorobreds, idle last 
week, are 3-5 on the year. They defeated Fort Valley State, 21-20, 
two weeks ago. 
11We don't know a lot about Kentucky State but they have 
several outstanding individual players," Hallum said. "They have a 
new coach and new spirit. I expect a tough game. 11 He listed quarter-
back Gary Blakely, running backs Marion Quinn and Lloyd Owens, re-
ceivers Frank Jones and Ken Meeks, linebacker Reginald Norris, de-
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Hallum said his offensive unit would work this week on b etter 
execution of plays and fundamentals in hopes of breaking the error 
jinx . 
Freshman quarterback Dave Schaetzke turned in his best pass:i.ng 
effort of the year Saturday despite the interceptions. He connected 
on 16 of 30 passes for 214 yards . 
"Dave is learning more in each game," Hallum said of the 
19-year-old Toledo, Ohio, product. "He's come a long way since the 
season began. Our faith in him has been more than justified." 
Hallum said he would go with the same lineups this week. 
know we're using the right people," he added. "All of them just 
have not been doing the right things." 
Kentucky State is MSU's final home opponent of the seas on. ' 
The Eagles go to Eastern Kentucky on Nov. 21 for a 1 p.m. battle 

















• FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
TEL.EPHONE: MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
.. 
JOHNSON CITY, Tenn.---Three intercepted passes in the final 
period killed Morehead State scoring drives here Saturday as the 
Eagles fell to East Tennessee, 13-7, in an Ohio Valley Conference • 1 
clash. 
MSU's Dave Schaetzke threw all three interceptions as the 
freshman quarterback repeatedly moved the Eagles into Buccaneer 
territory but could not cross the goal line. ' 
A fourth MSU drive in the last quarter died when East Tennessee' . 
defense held on downs on their own 17-yard-line. 
I ._ -
Earlier, the Eagles lost two scoring opportunities on fumbles 
and watched ETSU carry a punt return 60 yards for a touchdown. 
11We made five turnovers and that killed us," said MSU Head 
Coach Jake Hallum. "Our defense did a great job but those mistakes 
made the difference again." ... 
The Eagles lost to Western Kentucky a week ago while making 
eight turnovers-five fumbles and three interceptions. "It was the 
Western game all over again, 11 Hallum added. "We beat them every-
where but on the scoreboard." 
MSU piled up 349 yards rushing and passing to 174 for East 
Tennessee. The Bucs, OVC defending champs, were limited to a minus 
19 yards on the ground. ETSU quarterback Larry Graham was dropped 
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Schaetzke, despite the fatal interceptions, had his best 
passing effort of the season, connecting on 16 of 30 passes for 
yards. Eagle ball carriers 9icked up 128 yards with fullback Bill 
Cason getting 63 in 17 carries. 
The loss, MSU's second straight after a four-game win 
left the Eagles with a 4-4 season mark and 3-3 in the OVC. East 
Tennessee is now 6-1-1 and 3-1-1 in the conference. 
Hallum' s gridders return home Saturday to meet Kentucky State 
at 2 p.m. in the last game of the season in Breathitt Sports Center 
Stadium. The Thorobreds, idle last weekend, are 3-5 since dropping 
Fort Valley State, 21-20, two weeks ago. 
The Eagles jumped to a 7-0 lead Saturday as Schaetzke 
engineered a 56-yard touchdown drive the first time he had the 
b all. Fullback Doug Moore scrambled over from the 5 for the tally. 
Kirk Andrews added the extra point. 
Defensive back Jerry Weston raced 60 yards with an MSU punt 
to give to give the Bucs their only TD of the day. Ron Harrold 




~ROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University close~ its fifth 
straight winning season in soccer last weekend by taking third pla~e 
in the Kentucky Intercollegiate Soccer Tournament at Berea. 
The Eagles lost to Murray State, 3-0, in the semi-finals but 
came back to blank Louisville, 6-0, for third place. They finished 
with a season record of 7-3-1. 
Scoring against UL were seniors Ahmed Sabie and Lenny Kocis, 
junior Randy Shelton, sophomore Don Powell and freshmen Dale Provost 
and David Paulin. 
Dr. Mohammed Sabie's soccermen have a cumulative record of 
38-9-3 since MSU adopted the sport in 1966. 
"Most of our boys are returning next year and we expect to 
have an even better team," Dr. Sabie said. 
The 1970 regular season included wins over Murray, Kentucky, 




FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Dr. Mohammed Sabie tries not to sound confi-
dent about his Morehead State University soccer team and its chances 
this weekend in the first Kentucky Intercollegiate Soccer Tournament 
at Berea. 
"We have played good and bad and our young men are anxious to 
appear in the tournament," Sabie said. "We have beaten four of the 
other five teams but there is always the danger of overconfidence." 
The Iraqi native certainly has reason to be confident, both 
his team and his coaching. 
The 1970 Eagles are 6-2-1 on the year with victories over 
Berea, UK, Murray State, and Transylvania. 
• 
Unbeaten before last week's losses to Dayton and Morris Harvey, 
the MSU soccermen rebounded Monday and dropped Peabody College, 2-1 . 
Dr. Sabie, MSU's first and only soccer coach, has never had a 
losing season in his five years at the helm. His cumulative record 
"We have been fortunate in developing good soccer players in 
our physical education classes," he said. "Very few of my . players 
have any soccer experience before college." 
Key performers this year are three-year starter Ahmed Sabie, 
the coach's brother and the team's top fullback; senior wingman Lenny 
Kocis, a two-year regular; junior fullback George Buck, a defe nsive 
o.ce; and freshman wingman Dale Provost; the leading scorer. 
The Eagles drew a first round bye in the tournament and play 
at 8 a . m. Saturday against the winner of Friday's UK-Murray game. 
Transylvania, Louisville and Berea are in the other bracket. 






FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Harry (Sugar Bear) Lyles, Morehead State 
University's outstanding junior linebacker, has been named "defensive 
player of the week" in the Ohio Valley Conference for the second time 
this season. 
The 215-pound defensive line captain from Charleston, W. Va. 
was selected on the basis of his effort against Western Kentucky last 
Saturday. 
Lyles made 13 unassisted tackles, six assists, intercepted a 
pass and helped block a field goal attempt. 
"Harry was an inspiration to the rest of our defense," said 
!~SU Head Coach Jake Hallum. "He was all over the field to make the 
big plays we needed." 
Lyles, an all-stater at Stonewall Jackson High School in 
Charleston, has been a regular at MSU since his freshman season. He 
was an All-OVC honorable mention pick last year as a sophomore . 
#### 
• 
' FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
• 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---"This may seem hard to believe but they'll 
b e tougher than Western." 
Morehead State University Head Football Coach Jake Hallum was 
• 
referring to East Tennessee, this week's opposition in the Ohio Valley 
Conference race. 
Third place ETSU ranks higher than first place Western with 
• 
• 
~ Hallum because the 2 p.m. encounter with the OVC defending champ is 
to be played at Johnson City, Tenn. 
"They're just fantastic before that home crowd , " Hallum adde d. 
"Add that to their quick, smart defense and the league's best quarter-
• back and you'll see why we'll have our hands full." 
The Eagles carry a 4-3 overall mark and 3-2 OVC record to '• .. 
Johnson City after last Saturday's bitter 24-14 loss to Western 
Kentucky. Not only did the loss end a four-game MSU winning streak , 
• it knocked the props from under the Eagles' morale. 
"We were high for Western and our kids played good enough to 
• win but those blasted turnovers killed us, 11 the Eagle mentor added. 
"It's hard to beat anyone when you throw three interceptions and 
• 
fl ve fumbles. 11 
Hallum's troubles did not involve his defensive unit, second-
ranked in the OVC by allowing opponents only 183 . 1 yards per g a me . I 
I 
"Our defense was great against Western," he said. East Tennessee, 
II 
a school famous for gridiron defense. is in fourth position with 
I 209.l yards per game. 
(more} 
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But the Buccaneers are the loop ' s top offensive team, ave r aging 
292 .l yards per game, including 187.3 on the passes of senior quarter-
b~ck Larry Graham, the OVC's total offense leader. 
Eagle scouts saw the Bucs defeat Appalachian last we8kend 
says their reports make "miserable" reading. 
"That outfit is quicker than Western on defense 
most of their people back from last year - people like lineb acker 
Bubb a Timms, end Willie Bush and defensive backs Bill Casey, Marcus 
Waters and Jerry Weston," Hallum said of the Grantland Rice Bowl 
c~.1arnps from last season. The Bucs are 5-1-1 overall and 2-1-1 in 
"If we can get our morale back in shape, we could make i t: 
i ·1teresting, 11 he added. "But at this moment I' rn really worri ed , " 
The Eagles may be without either of their kick return speciali ~tE 
f0r Saturday's game. Junior Mo Hollingsworth was injured two weeks 
c'-='!' and still cannot run. Sophomore Jeff Perkins suffered 
7.ne .~ against Western and is doubtful this week. 
1 
"Our locker room looks like a hospital ward," Hallum saj r\ of 
hi.s b attered Eagles. "We're trying to heal the bruises in time to 
• 
g~ :: !=;Orne more this week." 
##4HHi· 
• 
. • FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's unbeaten cross 
country team is rated as a darkhorse this weekend in the Kentucky 
Federation Meet at Louisville but the Eagles may be looking a week 
ahead. 
Dr. Mohammed Sabie's thinclads are among nine college teams 
entered in the meet's six-mile race at 1 p.m. Saturday on the 
Bellarmine course. MSU captain Dan Price, the squad's only senior, 
is expected to challenge for the individual title. 
The Eagles blanked Eastern Kentucky University Tuesday and are 
eying the Ohio Valley Conference championship run Saturday, Nov. 14, 
at Middle Tennessee. 
Morehead State has never won the OVC cross country title but 
the addition of four freshmen and the improved health of two sophomores 
has transformed the Eagles into a solid, well-conditioned team. They 
have beaten almost all of the other OVC members in various invitational 
meets this season. 
"We're trying to keep our minds on the Federation run but the 
OVC meet is too close to be ignored," Dr. Sabie said. "Our physical 
condition is good and the injury situation is the best it has been 
all season." 
The Eagles have defeated Kentucky State and Eastern Kentucky 
twice in dual meets and have won team titles in all three invitational 
meets they have entered--Western Kentucky, Ashland Distance Classic 
and Southern States Invitational. They also own a dual meet victory 
over Ashland College. 
Besides Price, MSU has been getting scoring finishes from 
sophomores Gary White and Nick Tsanges and freshmen Ron Pontrich, _ 






FR0'-1: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEllD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREnK~D, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREIIE~D, Ky. --- Morehead State's football Eagles snapped a 
two-game losing streak last Saturday with a 28-6 lacing of Kentucky 
State as a tuneup for this week's battle with arch-rival Eastern 111• 
Kentucky. 
Coach Jake Hallum's gridders upped their season mark to 5-4 
with the muddy triumph over KSC's Thorobreds who closed the 1970 
campaign at 3-6, their best since 1967. 
Morehead State holds fifth place in the Ohio Valley Conference 
with a 3-3 loop record and first place EKU is 8-1 overall and 5-1 in 
the league. Eastern conquered Indiana state, 9-0, last Saturday. 
The Colonels have lost only to Western Kentucky . 
p 
Freshman quarterback nave Schaetzke sparkled despite the wind, 
rain and mud last weekend as the blond speedster rushed for one 
touchdown and passed for another. He directed MSU to 266 yards in 
total offense, 158 rushing and 108 passing. The Eagle defense held 1 
KSC to 36 yards passing and 38 yards rushing, intercepted three 
passes and recovered an enemy fumble. 
Senior free safety Larry Baldridge grabbed his sixth inter- ~ 
Morehead State's touchdowns came on an eight-yard run by I 
junior fullback Doug Moore, a 14-yard scamper by Schaetzke, a 10-yard I 
pass from Schaetzke to junior split end John High and a three-yard 
plunge by senior tailback Louis Rogan. Sophomore Kirk Andrews kicked 
all four extra points. , 
(more) 
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Kentucky State's only touchdown resulted from a 14-yard 
• from reserve 1Uarterback Mike Jackson to tight end Ken Meeks. 
Sophomore fullback Bill Cason, the top Eagle rusher with 511 
yards in 93 carries, sat out the KSC game with an old foot injury • 
• He is doubtful for the Eastern fray, Hallum reported. 
Saturday's 1:30 p.m. tussle at Richmond will be the last 
I • college game for nine MSU seniors. Closing their Eagle careers will ' 
be Baldridge, Gathright, Rogan, defensive end Clint Walker, center 
Steve Ward, offensive guard Buddy Harrison, offensive tackles Ed 
• Mignery and Dwain Hollingsworth and placekicker John Clark. 
"Our kids would rather beat Eastern than anyone and we know I 






• _FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION • 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Basketball 
Bill D. Harrell won't be on the bench next Monday night when his 
varsity and freshman teams collide in a benefit game. 
The second-year head coach will be in the stands "taking a 
long, hard look at everyone on the floor" when the varsity Eagles 
meet the freshmen at 8 p.m. in Laughlin Fieldhouse. 
Admission is free and donations will be taken at halftime to 
finance MSU scholarships. 
The Eagles don't start regular season play until Dec. 2 and 
Harrell is anxious to see his personnel under game conditions. He 
is considering nine players for five starting positions and needs 
to narrow the field. 
"We rate the varsity-freshman game as a tossup," he said. 
"Our freshmen should provide a distinct test." 
Assistant Coach Jack Black is tutoring the varsity Eagles in 
the "Dollars for Scholars" contest. Graduate Assistant Bobby Hiles 
is handling the freshmen, described in recent weeks as possibly the 
best crop of yearlings in MSU' s cage history. 
The varsity, a surprising 13-11 last year in Harrell's first 
season, return two seniors--All-OVC forward Jim Day and part-time 
starter Jerry Hueseman (6-6). Also up for a center or forward slot 
is sophomore Alonzo Cole (6-8) • 
(more) 
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Soph,more Royce Woolever (6-11) is the tallest player 
to wear the Blue and Gold and may be the regular center . He did 
not compete last year as a freshman. 
The guard spots involve juniors Jerry King (6-2_, Ray 
Wilkerson (5-10) and Eddie Conley (6-0) and sophomores Vic Wharton 
(6-1) and Bubba Abell (6-0). Other squad members are juniors 
Mike Guiler (6-5), Gary Cress (6-3) and Ron Abernathy (6-3) • 
Hiles, last year's floor general, will send five "blue 
chippers" against the varsity. Included are high school All-
Americans Howard Wallen (6-1) of Johnson Central at guard and 
Leonard Coulter (6-5) of Danville at forward. 
Other frosh starters are All-Staters Eugene Lyons (6-4) 
of Johns Creek at forward and John Stacy (6-8) of Breathitt 
.. 
County at center. Bill Dotson (6-3) of Hazel Green, a standout 
in last year's state tournament, is the other guard . 
In reserve are Lowell Ashby (6-2} of Shelby County, Mark 
Wenning (6-7} of Greensburg, Ind. and Joe Stallworth (6-1} of 
Danville. Also on the team are Skip Vencill (6-1} and Ralph 
Derrickson (5-11), both of MSU's Breckinridge School. 
"It should be an outstanding game," says Harrell. "Besides 
helping a good cause, this game gives our fans a good preview 
of the corning season. I'm expecting a big turnout." 




FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE: 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- To say Ed Mignery and Buddy Harrison are 
pals is an understatement. 
The two Morehead State University senior football players 
have been together so much in the last four years that they regard 
each other as brothers. 
Ed, an offensive tackle from Fairfield, Ohio, and Buddy, an 
offensive guard from Tifton, Ga., have been lining up beside each 
other on the line of scrimmage in games and practice sessions since 
they became interior linemen as sophomores. 
Both were recruited by MSU as defensive ends, their high 
school positions, but were switched to become the lightest players 
on the offensive line. They have been regulars for three years. 
The two gridders have been roommates since their first day 
on the Morehead State campus and have been fraternity brothers in 
the Campus Club for three years. Also, both are members of the 
Varsity "M" Club, a service club for varsity lettermen in all sports 
at MSU. 
"I've carried Buddy all the way, 11 Mignery said of his soft.-
spoken sidekick. "Ed wouldn't have made it without me, 11 Harri s on 
retorted. 
The good-natured ribbing is a daily ritual for the two line-
men who claim to be "lean and mean" on the quick side of the Eagle 
offense. Each has taken the other home for various holidays and 
they are virtually inseparable off the field. 
• (more) 
. :.&. 
. . . 
• 
I 
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"We've had a lot of great times together and I'll sure 
Buddy when we graduate next spring," Mignery said. 
miss 
"Ed is a true pal and we'll always be close," Harrison said. 
"In fact, he'll probably live near me so I can help him in life 
like I've helped him in football," he added, refusing to be serious 
even for a moment. 
Harrison injured his wrist as a sophomore and Mignery did 
the same as a junior. Mignery was an all-conference selection as 
a sophomore but Harrison had an explanation: "They meant to vote 
for me but Ed was always standing where his number could be seen 
better." 
Both hope to teach and coach. Harrison says he's going to 
graduate school "so Ed will have to call me 'sir.'" 
## 1111111111 II 1111 
Mignery is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mignery, 4951 
Celadon Ave., Fairfield. He is a graduate of Hamilton Catholic 
High School and is earning his fourth varsity letter this season 
at Morehead State. 
Harrison is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil M. Harrison, 416 
w. 8th St., Tifton. A graduate of Tift County High School, he is 






FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
• 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Ten Morehead State University football 
players have been honored in balloting for All-Ohio Valley Conference 
honors, includ~ng three first team selections. 
Named to the primary defensive unit were senior free safety 
Larry Baldridge and junior linebacker Harry (Sugar Bear) Lyles. 
Picked for the first offensive team was senior tackle Ed Mignery. 
All three also were named to the All-OVC squad selected by 
the Louisville Courier-Journal. 
Freshman quarterback Dave Schaetzke headed the four second 
team honorees in the coaches' voting. Also tabbed were sophomore 
tight end Gary Shirk, senior center Steve Ward and senior corner-
back Ron Gathright. .. 






' junior defensive end Jerome Howard, sophomore defensive tackle Ray • • 
Mulroy and sophomore fullback Bill Cason. ,-
Mignery, an All-OVC choice in 1968, missed the elite squad 
• last season after an injury hampered his play. Gathright also was 
a second team pick last year and Lyles was on the 1969 honorable 
mention list. 
Head Coach Jake Hallum's squad finished 6-4 overall and 4-3 1n· 
I 
the conference. They led the· ovc in total offense and finished second 









FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A high scoring, hard fought contest is expected 
Monday night when the Morehead State University varsity and freshman 
basketball squads tangle in a benefit game. 
Admission is free for the 8 p.m. scrap in Laughlin Fieldhouse 
e and "Dollars for Scholars" will be collected at halftime to finance 
general scholarhips for students at MSU. 
"The varsity has been sparkling lately and the freshmen have 
• some outstanding individual talent," said Head Coach Bill D. Harrell. 
"I look for a lot of scoring and furious action." 
Harrell, starting his second season at MSU, is trying to be 
neutral in the intrasquad battle. Assistant Coach Jack Black, normally 
the frosh coach, is handling the varsity and Assistant Coach Bobby 
Hiles is tutoring the yearlings. 
"The freshmen have won a few times in informal scrimmages," 
Harrell reported. "And they are really itching to whip the varsity 
in front of a big crowd. 11 
Monday night's game is the only time this season that no 
seats will be reserved in Laughlin Fieldhouse. All 5,000 seats are 
open . 
"This is an excellent opportunity for Eagle fans to see a 
preview of our improved varsity and to see our dynamic freshmen in 
action, " Harrell added. "After Monday night we should have a lot of J 
fans showing up at 5 : 30 on game nights to see the freshmen . " ! 
(more) 
.. . . . 
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The varsity will be paced by 6-8 senior forward Jim Day, an 
All-OVC selection from last season, who recently scored 47 points 
in a game-type scrimmage against another Kentucky college quintet . 
Jerry Hueseman, a 6-6 forward, and Vic Wharton, a 6-1 guard also can 
provide scoring punch. 
High school All Americans Leonard Coulter, a 6-5 forward from 
Danville, and Howard Wallen, a 6-2 guard from Johnson Central, are 
expected to lead the Eagle frosh . 
, ft ... 0 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
•• 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
I 
1 MOREHEAD, Ky. ---Except for guard and center, the Morehead State 
University starting lineup appears set for Wednesday night's 
basketball opener at home against Berea College. d 
Or, in other words, Head Coach Bill D. Harrell is sure of only 
two starters - senior fowards Jim Day and Jerry Hueseman - as he 
prepares for his second season at MSU. 
The 7:30 p.m. varsity tipoff at Laughlin Fieldhouse is the 
first of two home games before the Eagles head east for road dates 
next week with St . Peter's and Seton Hall. Morris Harvey's Golden 
Eagles come to Morehead Saturday night. 
The guard situation remains cloudy after last week's two 
varsity-frosh exhibition games. The older Eagles won both , 90-84 at • 
home and 97-85 at Danville. ft - • 
Harrell has been using five guards in pre-season drills and 
must choose his starters from among 6-2 junior Jerry King , 6-0 junior 
Eddie Conley, 5-10 junior Ray Wilkerson, 6-1 sophomore Vic Wharton 
and 6-0 soph Bubba Abell . 
King, now nursing an ankle injury, is recovering from off-season 
knee surgery. Wilkerson, a junior college transfer, was recruited as 
a playrnaker but has yet to win the job vacated last year by Bobby Hiles . 
Wharton and Abell were among the top frosh scorers last ye ar 
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Tbe center spot rests between 6-8 sophomore Alonzo Cole and 
6-11 soph Royce Woolever. Cole sparkled in the second varsity-frosh 
game while Woolever, who turned in a fine first game, sat on the side-
lines with a virus infection. 
"We probably won't decide until Wednesday night," Harrell said 
of his missing starters. "Woolever is a definite question mark because 
of his illness and the guard jobs are wide open." 
Harrell announced that 6-5 junior forward Mike Guiler has 
sustained a shoulder separation in practice and would be out at least 
six weeks. "We had been counting on him for relief inside," he added . 
"Tbey have three outstanding individual players and certainly 
are capable of making a strong challenge," Harrell said of opening 
foe Berea. 
Tbe Eagle freshmen, featuring high school All-Americans Howard 
and Leonard Coulter, meet the Berea junior varsity at 5 : 30 p .m. 
• 111111111111111111 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
I..,. Area Code 606/ 7 83-3325 
• 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- For a freshman sensation who won the starting 
quarterback's job and earned a second-team all-conference nod, Dave Schaetzke 
of Morehead State University took it all in stride. 
"I had too many bad games and my passing was terrible early in the 
season, 11 said the 19-year-old Toledo native. 11The other guys helped me 
quite a bit, especially the receivers, and the line gave me great blocking. 11 
Schaetzke, 19-year-old product of Toledo Bowsher High School, is 
the son of Mr. and Mrs. James Schaetzke, 1294 Glenview, Toledo. 
He finished second in the OVC in total offense with 1, 440 yards 
975 yards and five touchdowns passing and 465 yards and five more TDs 
rushing. He also ran for a two -point conversion and had touchdown jaunts 
of 32, 35 and 37 yards. 
"Dave did an outstanding job at a skilled position in a tough league, " said 
MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum. "He gained valuable experience as the season 
progressed. We're certainly looking forward to his next three years. 11 
The former first-team All-Ohio selection said he had no regrets at 
choosing a college division school where he will play four years on the varsity. 
"We have great personnel returning and I'm sure all of us will get just 
as much recognition here as anywhere else, " was his conclusion. 
Schaetzke directe d Hallum's Eagles to a 6-4 record this year and 38 




"Jim is giving us great effort in each game but one man can't do it 
all, 11 Harrell said. "We need more consistent play from the others." 
The Eagles .unleashed a secret weapon against Marshall as 6 - 3 junior 
Gary Cress, playing for the first time this season, came off the bench to score 
13 points . .. 
"Gary certainly was impressive against Marshall and I know he 
us the rest of the season, "Harrell concluded. 
The MSU varsity roster was trimmed to 11 this week with the departure 
of 6-2 junior guard Jerry King with a recurring knee injury and the decision by 
6-8 sophomore foward Alonzo Cole to quit the squad for personal reasons. 
*' ,. * 
Morehead State's unbeaten freshman team will be in action Saturday 
and Monday nights . The Little Eagles take on Alice Lloyd Saturday and Kentucky 
Christian Monday. Both games start at 5:30 p. m . The varsity tipoff is 7:30 p. m . 
MSU's student body is home for the holidays so plenty of good seats 
are available for both games. 
########### 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD ST A TE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
-
TELEPHONE: 
~ Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- It's been a long month for Morehea d State's 
basketball fortunes but Head Coach Bill Harrell is hopeful the New Year may 
be a different story. 
His Eagles dropped a 96-86 decision at Marshall Wednesday night for 
their sixth straight loss and have not won since an 88-78 conquest of Morris 
Harvey on Dec. 5. 
"There are better days ahead for Morehead State, " he said after the 
Marshall game. "We're suffering now but things will get better." 
MSU finished 13-11 last season in Harrell's first year but prospects for 
a repeat are bleak as the Eagles launch their Ohio Valley Conference schedule 
with two home games this weekend. 
Austin Peay brings a 3-4 mark into Saturday night's clash at Laughlin 
Fieldhouse. The Governors are paced by captain Larry Noble who is scoring 
24 per game. Murray State is the Monday night opposition and the Racers are 
6-1, losing only to highly-ranked Villanova. 
"We'll be the underdog both nights, 11 Harrell added. "Our young men 
have been improving so we may surprise some people in the near future. Our 
-
• 
road trips were painful but they have helped us prepare for the conference games." 
- The loss skein, longest in MSU's modern cage history, includes two to 
Marshall and road games with St. Peter's, Seton Hall, Niagara and Canisius. 
All-OVC senior forward Jim Day continues to pace the Eagles with 
averages of 28. 5 points and 15. 2 rebounds. The 6-8 sharpshooter scored 38 







FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
• 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University opened its basketball 
season with a victory but Head Coach Bill Harrell was far from impressed . 
11We made too many mistakes, we didn't rebound and our big men 
didn't have enough quickness," the second-year Eagle mentor complained . 
"We just weren't ready to play." 
MSU decisioned Berea, 99-90, after holding a 21-point lead in the 
first half . The sloppy play produced 50 floor errors - 21 by the 
Eagles and 29 by Berea. . 
Jerry Hueseman sparked the Eagles with 27 points and 11 rebounds . 
Sophomore Vic Wharton added 22 and Jim Day had 20. f 
, Harrell said the guard play was better than he anticipated but 
s t ill "not good enough to win in our conference . " Wharton and Jerry 
King, who had six points and four assists, appeared to be the most 
effective of the five guards used. 
The Eagle freshmen lived up to their advance billing with a 
102-60 romp over the Berea junior varsity. Howard Wa llen led the 
wu.y with 26 points . Eugene Lyons added 20 and Leonard Coulter had 19. 
The varsity Eagles entertain Morris Harvey Saturday at 7 :30 p.m. 
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FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
• 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TBLEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHFAD, Ky. --- Junior linebacker Harry (Sugar Bear) Lyles 
has been recognized as Morehead State University's most valuable 
gridder of 1970 and the team's best defensive player. 
Twice named "Defensive Player of the Week" this season in the 
Ohio Valley Conference, Lyles sparked the Eagles to the loop's second 
best team defense. He was a first team pick for All-OVC. 
' The 5-8, 220-pound defensive captain was a high school All-
American at Stonewall Jackson High School in Charleston, w. Va. 
Other trophies at the annual awards banquet went to sophomore 
tight end Gary Shirk, best blocker; junior linebacker Ron Little, 
110 per cent; sophomore defensive tackle Ray Mulroy, most improved; 
offensive tackle Ed Mignery, scholarship; sophomore quarterback 
Randy Couch, prep team offense; freshman defensive back Tom Jarvis , 
prep team defense; and senior free safety Larry Baldridge, leader-
ship. 1 
MSU President Adron Doran presented team members with a 
photograph of the winning field goal in the season-ending 16-13 
over Eastern Kentucky. Principal speaker was Cincinnati Bengals 
quarterback Sam Wyche. 
Head Coach Jake Hallum's Eagles finished with a 6-4 overall 






FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University's wrestling and 
swimming teams open new seasons this weekend and proven personnel 
return in each sport. 
Head Wrestling Coach Dan Walker and Head Swim Coach Bill Mack report 
their strongest squads ever but each also faces their toughest schedules since 
MSU began the sports. 
The Eagle grapplers open with Eastern Kentucky at home Friday at 7 p. m. 
in Laughlin Fieldhouse. Seniors Tom Beachler and Dave Lawson are co-captain s 
this season. Other veterans back are Jim Bayes, Jerry Gorelick, Bob Warren, 
Dave Bostelman and Steve Morgan, last year's top individual performer. 
Walker and Assistant Coach Dick Roche are enthusiiastic about newcomers 
Vince Aeillot· John Lambert and Bruce Mattingly. Senior Mike Cassady, a judo 
champ out for the first time in wrestling, also may help. The 1969-70 Eagle 
matmen finished 6-4. 
Record-breaking Bob Abell, Steve Wiseman and Jim Geiman lead the MSU 
swimmers into the Morris Harvey Relays Saturday at Charleston, W, Va. Their 
first home meet is Dec. 12 against Louisville. 
Mack and Assistant Coach Bruce Boyer expect great things this season from 
freshmen Steve Milleson, Larry Ridgeway and Chip Parker. Milleson already 
has shattered three records in practice meets. 
Returning lettermen also include Bruce Boulton, Bob Burke, Pat Hancock, 
and Mark Lennon. Last year's Eagle aquamen were 8-6 on the campaign. 
Both the wrestlers and swimmers lack bench strength. 
######### 
. . _ ~ FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
..... 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, KY· --- Morehead State University led the Ohio 
Valley Conference in four categories when final football statistics 
were released this week. 
Coach Jake Hallum's Eagles, 6-4 overall and 4-3 in the ovc, 
had the loop's best rushing average, 174.1 yards per game; and the 
best total offense average, 289 yards per game; and the most first 
downs, 143 in 10 games. 
Senior free safety Larry Baldridge, a first team All-OVC pick, 
led the conference in pass interceptions with seven, an ·Msu record. 
The Eagles were fourth in pass offense with 114.9 yards per 
game and freshman quarterback Dave Schaetzke, a second team All-OVC 
selection·, was second individual in total offense and second in 
passing. The 19-year-old speedster passed for 975 yards and rushed 
for another 465. He was 10th in rushing. 
In other team categories, MSU was third in pass defense, allow-
ing 92.1 yards per game, and second in rush defense, permitting 82.7 ~ 
yards per game. The Eagles were a close second in total defense at 
174.8 yards per game. 
MSU finished fourth in the team standings and had the conf e~~ 
ence's second best scoring average, 18.4 points per game. 
Other individual standouts included second team All-OVC end 
Gary Shirk, third in pass receiving with 30 receptions for 402 yards 
and two touchdowns. All-OVC honorable mention fullback Bill Cason 
~as fifth in rushing with 556 yards in 110 carries and sixth in scor-
ing with six touchdowns for 36 points. Sophomore kicker Kirk Andrews 
was fifth in punting with an average of 36.8 yards in 54 punts and 
s eventh in kick scoring with 28 points on three field goals and 19 of 
21 extra points. Junior wingback Mo Hollingsworth was fourth in punt 
r eturns with a 10-yard average in 22 returns. 













FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- An accidental disqualification cost Morehead 
State's swim team first place in the Morris Harvey Relays last week-
end but Head Coach Bill Mack said he was "very satisfied" with the 
first outing. 
Loss of the butterfly relay points dropped MSU to second 
place as the Eagles shattered four records in the seven-team compe-
tition. 
Three records - pool, team and meet - fell in the medley 
relay time of 4:04 compiled by Jack Abeln, Mark Lennon, Ken Watkins 
and Chip Parker. A meet record of 1:54.6 was established in the 
backstroke relay by Abeln, Hank Johnson, Bruce Moulton and Steve 
Wiseman. 
Another MSU first place came in the crescendo relay on a 
timing of 4:38.1 by Wiseman, Parker, Larry Ridgeway and Bob Abell. 
"Except for that one lapse, we had a fine showing," Mack 
said. "Our kids gave great effort and we're looking forward to the 
rest of the schedule." 
The Eagles travel to Marshall Friday for their first dual 









FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE : 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's cross country team 
he ads into the Ohio Valley Conference championship meet this Saturday 
i n the new role of favorite. 
The Eagles have never won the title since the OVC began cross 
country in 1962 but this season is a different story with impressive 
victories in the Western Kentucky Invitational, Southern States 
Invitational and Ashland Distance Classic plus a strong fourth place 
finish in the Kentucky Federation meet . 
"Our young men are in good physical condition and they a r e 
looking forward to running for the conference title," said Dr . 
Mohammed Sabie, the MSU coach. 11 I am trying to guard against 
overconfidence because of their good record so far . " 
Dan Price, a senior from Tiffin, Ohio,· and the MSU captain , is 
rate d a stiff challenge for the individual title in the six-mile run 
at Murfreesboro, Tenn . , starting at 10 : 30 a.m. (CST) . 
The Eagles have not lost this season in dual competition an d 
h a ve won three of their four invitational meets. 
Two sophomores - Gary White and Nick Tsanges - and four 
freshmen - Ron Pontrich, Jack Sivori, John Rodgers and Paul Gregory -
will line up with Price Saturday morning . Six runners will be scored 
for each team out of the seven entries. 
"We were fifth last year , " recalled Dr. Sabie. "Five places 







FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
• MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 403 51 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD , Ky.---Cincinnati Bengals quarterback Sam Wyche will 
be the guest speaker Monday, Nov. 30, at the annual Morehead State 
University football banquet. 
Wyche, active in the Fellowship of Christian Athletes, is a 
• graduate of Furman University. 
Tickets for the 7 p.m. dinner at the Adron Doran University 
Center are $2.50 and may be ordered from the athletic business office. 
• MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum and his staff will present various • 
awards, including most valuable player, 110 per cent, best blocker, 
best defensive player, most improved player and a new trophy for 
academic excellence. 
"We invite the parents of our players and all fans to join us 
for the banquet," Hallum said. "The program will be entertaining 
and the food is always excellent." 
Bill Pierce, MSU's director of admissions, is master of 
ceremonies. 
The Eagles have a 4-4 record and face Kentucky State this 
I • Saturday at 2 p.m. in the last home game of the year. The season 
ends next week at Eastern Kentucky. • 
• ##### 
• • • 
I 
• 
. .. .. 
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·FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Season tickets are on sale at Morehead State 
e University for the 1970-71 basketball season opening Dec. 2. 
Reserved seats for all 11 home games in Laughlin Fieldhouse 
are available for $22, a savings of $5.50 over the single game price 
• of $27.50 at $2.50 per ticket. Floor level seats are $18, a savings 
of $9.50 for the season. 
• Persons holding reserved seats last season have until Nov. 20 
to renew them or order additional tickets. New season ticket orders 
will be accepted after Nov. 20 • 
• All season tickets will be mailed by Nov. 25 or may be picked up 
after that date at the athletic business office in the Laughlin 
He alth Building. Hours are 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m • 
• No basketball tickets will be sold at the business office in 
the Administration Building. 
• Individual game tickets go on sale Dec. 6. General admission 
is $2 and reserved seats are $2 . 50. Tickets for the Berea game on 
Dec. 2 and Morris Harvey on Dec. 5 will be available the week of 
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Wallen, a Johnson Central standout, is getting 18.4 points 
per game and has enhanced his reputation as a playmaker with 35 
assists, including a record 13 against Somerset. 
High jumping Lowell Ashby of Shelby County is averaging 10.3 
points per game and center Mark Wenning of Greensburg, Ind. is hit-
ting 9.4. Stacy's average is 6.4, Dotson's is 5.6 and Joe · 
Stallworth's of Danville is 5.4. 
In addition to Somerset, the little Eagles have demolished 
Berea, UK Dental School, Sullivan Business and Sue Bennett. 
They return to action at home Saturday, Jan. 2, at 5:30 p.m. 
against Alice Lloyd College. 
"These young men possess great basketball talent and are 
very dedicated," Black said. "They're making me look like a great 
coach." 
Harrell, who admits privately that the frosh are better than 
even he expected, is highly optimistic about their varsity futures. 
"I'd say our rebuilding program is progressing much, much 
faster than we had originally hoped," he concluded, making no 
effort to conceal a wide grin. 
111111 ## 
FROM: OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351 
TELEPHONE: 
Area Code 606/783-3325 
MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University Freshman Basket-
ball Coach Jack Black is a happy man. 
His Eagle yearlings have raced to a spotless 5-0 record and 
averaged almost 105 points per outing. Their latest victory was a 
114-84 lacing of Somerset Community College. 
Black and Head Coach Bill Harrell were so pleased with the 
first five games that they gave the frosh three extra days of 
Christmas vacation. 
"They certainly don't need the extra practice at this point," 
said Black, a second-year man at MSU like his boss. "We are very 
pleased with the play of all eleven players on the freshman team 
and not one of our scholarship kids has been a disappointment." 
Eight rookies, including All-Americans Howard Wallen and 
Leonard Coulter and All-Staters Eugene Lyons and John Stacy were 
signed to grants-in-aid last spring in a recruiting drive aimed at 
rebuilding MSU's basketball fortunes. 
If the first five games are indicative of the rest of the 
season, Harrell and Black have assembled the best freshman team in 
MSU history. 
Coulter , a 6-5 forward from Danville, has outclassed the 
opposition in each game to establish a scoring average of 22.4 and 
a rebounding standard of 18.4. He had 31 points and 28 rebounds 
against Somerset. Both are season highs. 
Close behind him is Lyons, a 6-4 forward from Johns Creek in 
Pike County, who is averaging 21.2 points and 11.8 rebounds. He 
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Despite three straight losses and injuries to 
two top players, Morehead State University Head Basketball Coach Bill 
Harrell can still see some sunshine. 
His Eagles are 2-3 after losing to Marshall, 73-70, and must 
now prepare for a two-game appearance in the Queen City Tournament 
at Buffalo, N.Y. starting Dec. 26. 
"We were in the Marshall game all the way and, except for some 
tough luck at the end, we would have won it," Harrell said. 
The Eagles were paced by Jim Day's 28 points. Junior guard 
.l I 
Eddie Conley, playing the best game of his varsity career, added 
20 points. Vic Wharton scored 13. 
"Eddie did a fine job against Marshall," Harrell said, "He 
definitely won himself a starting job and may have solved our guard 
problem." 
The second-year head coach has been searching for a guard to 
play opposite Wharton. Junior Jerry King started three games but was 
injured at Seton Hall and may be lost for the year . 
Also ailing is 6-8 sophomore forward Alonzo Cole, who pulled a 
hamstring against Seton Hall. "Cole is able to practice but I won't 
• 
• 
• use him until that slight limp goes away," Harrell said. Cole's 
status for the tournament is undecided. 
Good news, a rare commodity at MSU this season, developed this 
week when it was announced that 6-5 junior forward Mike Guiler, out 
since mid-November with a shoulder separation, would return to practice 
next week. 
"We're anxious to see if Mike can go full speed," Harrell said . 
"Our forward situation will improve considerably if he is ready." ti 
(more) 
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The Eagle mentor said his confidence in center Jerry 
Hueseman remains solid despite the 6-6 senior's recent scoring 
Hueseman has tallied only 15 points in the last two games after 
starting the year with three straight 20-plus performances. 
"Jerry is a good shooter and a smart basketball player," 
Harrell added. "He'll shake off this slump and start pouring them 
through again." 
Rebounding problems in the three losses may have paved the 
way for 6-11 Royce Woolever to break into the lineup. Harrell has 
been experimenting with various zone defenses in practice and using 
the big sophomore near the basket. 
' "We want to give Woolever more of a chance to prove himself. 
He hasn't played much and his size could help us underneath." 
Day is the top MSU scorer and rebounder with averages of 
26.4 points and 13.6 rebounds. Hueseman is averaging 16.6 and 12.6. 
Ike Unseld's point output is 12.2 and Wharton's is 11.6. As a team, 
the Eagles are averaging 85 points per game. 
Harrell sends his cagers against Niagara's Purple Eagles at 
7 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 26, in the tournament's opener. Defending 
champ Canisius meets nationally-ranked Drake at 9 p.m. Winners 
and losers are paired Monday, Dec. 28. -
"We're going to work hard in preparing for Niagara," Harrell 
I a 
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said. "This is a fine tournament and we hope to make a good showing.° 
The Eagles took second place to Jacksonville in last year's 
Sunshine Classic, their first tourney appearance under Harrell. 
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